Permit Receipt Centre
Natural Resources Wales
29 Newport Road
Cambria House
Cardiff
CF24 0TP
Ffôn ▪ Tel: 0300 065 3000
Ebost ▪ email: enquiries@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk

Filling out this form: You can either: - print this form and fill out the relevant fields using block capitals and in
black ink or - fill out the relevant fields on screen, then click Print form. The form must then be signed and
returned to the above address or sent by email.

APPLICATION FOR A LICENCE TO UNDERTAKE MARINE ENERGY WORKS
Construction of offshore wind-farms, sub-tidal power and other energy generation schemes
including barrages, onshore/underground and sub-sea cables, sub stations, scour protection
under The Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.
Please read these notes together with the legislation under which this application is made.


The Marine Licensing Team (MLT) administers applications under Part 4 of the Marine and Coastal
Access Act 2009 on behalf of the Welsh Ministers, as the Licensing Authority.



In addition to a Marine Licence from the Welsh Government, you will also need; Section 36 consent
from the Marine Management Organisation, under The Electricity Act 1989, if the output of your
energy project is under 100MW. Or a Development Consent Order from the Infrastructure Planning
Commission if your project is over 100MW.



The completed application form, together with 13 copies, must each (both the original and the
copies) be accompanied by a location plan, descriptive drawing(s) and any supporting
environmental assessment. All should be submitted to the above address at least 16 weeks before
the licence is required. Please note that should some of the material be protected by copyright
you will be required to include additional copies of that material to facilitate the Marine Licensing
Teams consultations (see question 6(b)). Where documents can be emailed or sent on CD we are
happy to receive the additional 13 copies in this format, we will always require 1 complete hard
copy for our records.



Some projects may raise matters that require a significantly longer time for consideration. This is
most likely to be the case for large projects where substantial volumes of material are to be
deposited or excavated and those taking place adjacent to or within a marine conservation area or
requiring an environmental statement under environmental impact assessment regulations.
Applicants are advised to contact the MLT as early as possible during the planning stage in order to
avoid delays in determining their application.



Information should be provided about the anticipated duration of the entire project in respect of
works below mean high water springs, together (where appropriate) with details of the planned
phasing of the work for which consent is sought during the first year and each subsequent 12-month
period. Further application may be necessary to renew a consent that is due to expire.



A licence fee is payable in respect of an application. Cheques should be crossed and made payable
to Natural Resources Wales. The fee must accompany your completed application. Alternatively,
payment may be made by BACS. Please note applications will not be processed without the

relevant fee.


Please answer all the questions. If any information is not available at the time of application
please indicate at the appropriate section, giving reasons in a covering letter, and submit the
details separately as soon as possible. Any delay in forwarding details is likely to result in a delay
in determining your application.

It is the responsibility of the applicant to obtain any other consents or authorisations that
may be required.
Project Description and cost
1(a). Please provide a brief description of the project
Tidal Lagoon (Swansea Bay) plc (TLSB) proposes to construct and operate a tidal powered generating
station on land in and adjacent to Swansea Bay between the dredged channels of the Rivers Tawe and
Neath (the Project). The Project will have a nominal rated capacity of 240MW and will generate electricity
using kinetic energy captured from the large tidal range (the difference between high and low water)
occurring within the Bay.
The Project will comprise a seawall constructed using a sand core and sediment-filled Geotubes with rock
armour bund, or alternative technology using gravel mounds/quarry run. This will form a lagoon
impounding some 11km2 of seabed and foreshore with a c. 9.5km-long, U-shaped, seawall running from
the entrance to the River Tawe adjacent to Swansea Dock (Swansea Port) out to sea before curving back to
re-join land adjacent to the new Swansea University Bay Campus (SUBC).
The seawall will incorporate a turbine and sluice gate housing structure, located at the, south westerly edge
of the Lagoon. The housing structure will contain up to 16 permanently submerged, low-head, hydro
turbines and up to 10 sluice gates. Other components of the Project include:
a) electricity step-up facilities located in the turbine housing;
b) offshore and onshore underground grid connection cables;
c) operation, control and maintenance facilities;
d) visitor centre facilities; and
e) navigational lighting and safety warning systems.
There are also onshore elements of the Project, the delivery of which is not a licensable activity of the
purposes of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009. The onshore elements of the Project include
operation and maintenance (O&M) facilities, visitor facilities, mitigation works, access works, etc.
This marine licence application (the Application) to Natural Resource Wales' Marine Licencing Team
(NRW MLT) relates to all proposed elements of the Project below mean high water springs. The Lagoon
created as part of the Project will enclose part of the seabed and the foreshore of Swansea Bay, from the
eastern side of the River Tawe to the eastern edge of the SUBC. The new seawalls that impound the
Lagoon will extend approximately 1.5km directly offshore from the SUBC, adjacent to Crymlyn Burrows
SSSI. The seawalls will then extend in a southwest direction along the western boundary of the training
wall of the River Neath Channel. Further detail of the Project can be found in Chapter 4 (Project
Description) of the accompanying Environmental Statement.
Accompanying documents:
 Application for a Marine Licence for Marine Energy Works (this document)
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Environmental Statement (Volume M3: ES Volumes 1-3)
Environmental Statement Non-Technical Summary
o English version (Volume M3)
o Welsh version (Volume M3)
o Habitats Regulations Assessment
o Water Framework Directive Compliance Assessment
All correspondence with NRW (Volume M1)
Selection of Figures:
o Figure 1a – 1:25,000 location plan schematic showing the full extent of the Project in
relation to the surrounding area for the proposed tidal lagoon
o Figure 1b – 1:10,000 design schematic drawing showing the full extent of the Project in
relation to the surrounding area and adjacent Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
o Figure 2a – 1:10,000 descriptive schematic drawing showing the extent of the Project in
relation to the Marine Licence application, including marine works plans and breakwater
bund sections
o Figure 2b – design schematic drawing of breakwater sections (1-3) showing those proposed
works below (seaward of) mean high water springs, in Swansea Bay in and above the
intertidal zone
o Figure 2c – design schematic drawing of breakwater sections (4-7) showing those proposed
works below (seaward of) mean high water springs, in Swansea Bay in and above the
intertidal zone
o Figure 3 – design schematic drawing of turbine housing and sluice gate arrangement
showing those proposed works below (seaward of) mean high water springs, in Swansea
Bay in and above the intertidal zone
o Figure 4 – design schematic drawing of proposed dredging locations within Swansea Bay
o Figure 5 – design schematic drawing of proposed dredging locations and sites of
geotechnical sediment sampling (borehole, CPT and vibrocore)

** Please note, the scales provided for figures 1a, 1b and 1c are correct at size A1. To allow for the full
extent of the project and surrounding area to be shown it is not possible for the 1:10,000 scale to be
maintained at A3 or A4 format.
1(b). Please provide the estimated gross cost of the project (including materials and labour) for
works that fall below Mean High Water Springs.
Total Project cost is estimated to be £850m. It is difficult to quantify the cost of works that fall below
Mean High Water Springs (MHWS) given that the proposed Lagoon is comprised of vital structures
above MHWS such as: a portion of the bund wall, a portion of the concrete turbine housing structure,
majority of the onshore works including the High Voltage cable. Therefore, it is estimated that up to
85% of the total project cost is associated to works proposed below MHWS at an approximate value of
£637.5m.
Applicant's details
2. Applicant for licence
Title

Mr

Initials

A

Surname Herbert

Trading Title
(if appropriate)
Full postal address

Tidal Lagoon (Swansea Bay) plc
The Lypiatts
15 Lansdown Road
Cheltenham
GL50 2JA

(including postcode)

Name of Contact
(if different)
Position in company
(if appropriate)

Head of Planning

Telephone number
(including area code)

01242 224104

Fax number
(including area code)
Email address

alex.herbert@tidallagoonpower.com

Company registration
number

08141301

Details of any agent, contractor and/or vessel used to carry out the works
3 (a). Agent Details
Title

Initials

Full postal address
(including postcode)

Surname

TBC

Name of Contact
(if different)
Position in company
(if appropriate)
Telephone number
(including area code)
Fax number
(including area code)
Email address
Company registration
Number
3 (b). Contractor Details

TBC
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3 (c). Vessel Details

Operator

Name of vessel

TBC

TBC

3 (d). If the contractor or vessels are not known at application stage when do you expect to
provide these details (please note these details will be required for the licence)
The contractor and any associated vessels for the development are not known at this stage. A summary of
all required offshore plant and vessels is provided in table 4.2 (Chapter 4, Project Description) of the
accompanying Environmental Statement. A detailed installation programme specifying timings, number
of vessels, vessel movements, etc. will be developed at a later stage, after a contract has been entered into
with the chosen contractor.
TLSB will be able to make this information available to NRW MLT in advance of the construction
commencement date. TLSB expects to have this information no less than 3 months prior to construction
i.e. January 2015 if the programme continues on schedule. The manner of provision of this information
will be agreed with NRW MLT.

Duration of project
4. Start date

Q2 2015

Expected completion date

Q1 2019

Project Details
5 (a). Type of works proposed (please tick all appropriate boxes)
Energy generation
Windfarm
Tidal power/Tidal barrier

Anemometry mast

Onshore works
Sub-station/Onshore cables*
Barrages and island
Barrage
Artificial island

Artificial reef
Habitat creation/Replacement
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Cables
Subsea cable/overhead/onshore cable
Navigation works
Buoy/Navigation mark
Scour protection
Gabion
Rock placement

Mattress
Seabed investigation works

Other
* Electricity Act section 37 consent will normally be required for onshore cables and sub-stations.
5 (b). Please give full details below of the proposed project. Where the project is expected to
take longer than 12 months to complete, you should provide details of the work to be done
during the first year and that planned for each subsequent 12-month period. The method of
construction should be described in the answer to question 6.
TLSB is proposing to construct a purpose-built tidal energy lagoon. The tidal lagoon will be located in Swansea
Bay, South Wales (the Bay). The Lagoon will have a nominal rated capacity of 240MW and will generate
electricity using kinetic energy captured from the large tidal range (the difference between high and low water).
The Lagoon will comprise a seawall constructed using a sand core and sediment filled Geotubes, or
conventional geomembrane and quarry run bund with rock armour. This will form a lagoon impounding some
11.5km2 of seabed and foreshore with a c. 9.5km-long, U-shaped, seawall running from the entrance to the
River Tawe adjacent to Swansea Dock (Swansea Port) out to sea before curving back to re-join land adjacent to
the new Swansea University Bay Campus (SUBC).
The Lagoon will be located within Welsh territorial waters (within 12 nautical miles of the coast) with all
components located in Wales. Further details of the proposed Project can be found within the Environmental
Statement (ES) which accompanies the marine licence application (Chapter 4, Project Description, and Chapter
14, Navigation and Marine Transport Assessment). The ES covers the full extent of both onshore and offshore
works for the Project (only the latter of which are the subject of this application).
Consent for the Project is split between the following regimes:
1. A development consent order (DCO) under the Planning Act 2008 for construction and operation of the
Project. A DCO application is determined by the Secretary of State for the Department of Energy &
Climate Change (DECC), following the Planning Inspectorate’s examination of the Project, and
subsequent recommendation.
2.

A marine licence for undertaking construction of marine energy works within Welsh territorial waters
under the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.

3. A marine licence to dredge and dispose of dredged material within Welsh territorial waters, under the
Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.
The construction of the Project will commence following the grant of development consent, the marine
licence(s) and any other necessary licences and consents and discharge of any conditions precedent to
construction. Works are due to commence in 2015 with completion in 2019. The principal elements of the
Project consist of offshore works, onshore works and grid connection works.
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For the purposes of description the construction periods are split into four main phases:






Phase 1: Mobilization, Western Bund and start of Eastern Bund;
Phase 2: Turbine and sluice gate structure construction, continuation of Eastern Bund;
Phase 3: Lagoon closure and commissioning; and
Phase 4: Finishings

Works which are planned to take place during each phase of construction and their expected timeframe, are
summarised in the table below.

Phase and duration
Phase 1

Table 1: Summary of works per phase
Summary of works
Mobilisation
As part of the mobilisation works a landside construction support site will be
created. The construction support site will comprise the following: offices, stores,
car parking, site access control and plant yard; new port access road and Project
access road to eastern landfall; marine access and plant yard; concrete batching
plant, stockpile area and pre-casting yard; and steelwork fabrication yard. The
construction of the new Port road and the Project access road to the eastern
landfall will be undertaken early in the construction programme.

The construction
activities are likely to
commence Q2 of 2015,
lasting for approximately
7 months through to Q4
2015

Seawall – Western Arm
This stage comprises construction of the western arm of the seawall from its
landfall at the Port of Swansea to the turbine and sluice gate housing structure
location. Works will commence adjacent to the Port of Swansea and progress
towards the turbine and sluice gate structure. Once the onshore section of the
western lagoon seawall is complete the existing eastern port breakwater
adjacent to the Tawe will be removed.
Seawall – Eastern Arm
Following completion of the construction of the western seawall to the
temporary cofferdam, works will commence on the seawall adjacent to the new
Swansea University Bay Campus (SUBC). The first phase will be constructed from
eastern landfall out towards the Neath Channel.

Phase 2

The construction
activities are likely to
commence during Q4 of
2015, lasting for
approximately 2 years
through to Q1 2018

Construction of the Turbine and Sluice Gate Structure
For all the temporary bund options, the closure of the bund would begin around
low tide to leave the minimum amount of water trapped in the enclosure to be
pumped out. When de-watering is complete, access ramps will be created from
the top of the temporary bund into the construction area and a power supply
brought to the area such that the main construction works can commence.
Hardstanding areas will be created, crane rails will be installed and the welfare
facilities and offices will be set up.
The excavation area will be brought to formation level, a sheet pile wall will then
be installed; the construction of the turbine and sluice gate housing structure will
commence and, once the main structure is complete, the wave wall and O&M
rooms will be constructed on top of the housing.
Installation of Turbines and Sluice Gates
During the concrete works for the turbine and sluice gate structure, the internal
parts of the turbines will be sub-assembled either onshore or remote from the
Project site. The sluice gates will be installed on completion of the concrete sluice
work for each sluice structure.
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Dry Commissioning of the Turbines and Sluice Gates
Once the turbines have been installed they will be subject to a “dry”
commissioning period of approximately 3 weeks.
Connection to the Grid
Connection to the national electricity transmission system (NETS) will be made by
laying 3 cables, forming either 1 or 2 circuit(s). All cable connection options
assessed will, generally, follow alongside the existing road/footpath network,
once landfall is reached, through Crymlyn Burrows SSSI and underneath the River
Neath to connect to the existing Baglan Bay substation.
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Facilities
The offshore O&M building will also be constructed during phase 2. This will
allow the required cables to be connected to the power room in preparation for
commissioning.
Seawall – Eastern Arm phase 2
During the second phase of construction, works to the eastern arm of the seawall
will continue from the end of the phase 1 works. In total, approximately 3.1km of
seawall will be constructed during this phase, and a gap of approximately 1.5km
will be left between the end of these works and the turbine structure to allow
the tide to flow.
Phase 3
Removal of Temporary Bund Wall
Once the turbine and sluice gate housing structure is complete, and all turbines
and sluice gates are installed and the dry commissioning finished, the temporary
bund wall will be removed.
The construction
activities are likely to
take place from Q1-Q2 of
2018

The removal method of the temporary bund wall will depend on the option
chosen (sediment bund, Geotubes® and rock or twin wall sheet piled bund). The
exact sequence of removal will be finalised during detailed design.
Seawall – Eastern Arm (Closure)
The final phase of the construction of the permanent seawall will see the
completion of the eastern arm to the turbine and sluice gate structure.
Wet Commissioning of Turbines and Sluice Gates
During the “wet” commissioning, water flowing in and out the Lagoon will be
through the sluice gates and turbines in order to commission them. Power will be
generated from the start of wet commissioning and each unit will be fine-tuned.

Phase 4

The construction
activities are likely to
take place from Q3 2018
to Q1 of 2019

Permanent Breakwater Bund Seawall Finishing’s
On completion of the turbine and sluice gate structure the permanent reinforced
concrete crest along the Lagoon seawall will be constructed, along with the
placing of the final rock armour. This work will commence at the turbine and
sluice gate structure and progress towards the shore along both the western and
the eastern arms of the permanent seawall.
Removal of the construction support site
With the offshore works complete, the offshore construction support site will be
decommissioned and the onshore construction support site will be downscaled
as necessary.
Emergency Facilities, Slipways and Visitor Centre
The offshore visitor centre will be completed during the construction of the
reinforced concrete crest along the Lagoon seawall. The onshore slipway linked
with the O&M/boating centre/visitor facilities will also be completed.

The Operation and Maintenance (O&M) phase of the Project will last for up to 120 years, during which electricity
generated by the Project will be exported to the NETS at the National Grid Baglan Bay substation.
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5(c).Please detail the location of the proposed construction project. This should include either
national grid references (NGR) or latitude and longitude coordinates to 2 decimal minutes)
defining the extent of the project.
The extent of the proposed lagoon is defined by the coordinates below, extending from mean high
water springs out to the offshore extent.
EASTING
266894.12
266831.98
266766.75
266728.58
266701.48
266683.53
266682.32
266681.88
266675.49
266663.04
266644.62
266592.72
266530.64
266238.14
266200.14
266128.16
266112.24
266105.61
266113.59
266140.86
266195.42
266249.34
266507.43
266679.54
266788.15
266922.41
267118.54
267331.51
267444.22
267688.98
267900.81
268000.00
268222.62
268275.17
268321.40
268386.65
268476.48
268531.04
268619.86
268840.34
268953.51
269070.61

NORTHING
191782.90
191720.33
191627.09
191567.13
191511.52
191441.27
191389.58
191313.99
191257.34
191201.79
191146.39
191000.00
190824.94
190000.00
189892.81
189689.82
189637.51
189581.62
189505.24
189433.10
189360.20
189306.28
189048.18
188876.08
188767.47
188655.46
188549.31
188490.50
188504.06
188564.02
188612.60
188639.22
188728.19
188754.68
188787.06
188850.43
188943.48
189000.00
189092.01
189320.41
189440.04
189563.98
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269211.78
269273.24
269476.49
269762.92
269929.19
270017.33
270103.38
270156.05
270236.37
270337.00
270407.36

189715.63
189781.65
190000.00
190307.70
190486.32
190581.00
190673.45
190730.03
190816.31
190924.41
191000.00

270475.37
191073.06
270510.90
191121.99
270530.09
191178.27
270532.64
191230.32
5(d).
The
following
must be provided with the completed application form:
270512.12
191337.09
270486.55
191460.99
(i)
a
suitably
scaled extract of an Ordnance Survey Map (1:25,000 scale or larger) or Admiralty
270430.53
191732.47
Chart which
should be marked to indicate:
270375.33
192000.00
●
the
location
of the project in relation to the surrounding area
270294.04
192393.98
● the mean
high water spring tide mark
270271.37
192503.85
●
any
adjacent
SAC, SSSI, SPA/Ramsar or similar conservation area boundary.
270247.75
192618.31
(ii) construction plans and sections (showing work relative to tidal range) showing those
proposed works below (seaward of) mean high water springs, which should give details of
the materials to be used (for beach nourishment the quantity and source of material to be
deposited is also required).
(iii) a descriptive schematic drawing and suitably scaled (for example 1:2,500 but not more
than 1:10,000) location plan (either at A3 or A4 format) which show the full extent of the
project in relation to the surrounding area.
The applicant should note that these drawings/plans may be copied to others as part of
the MLT's consultation procedures. If they are subject to copyright, it is the responsibility
of the applicant to obtain the necessary approvals to reproduce the documents and to
submit up to 13 copies with the application.
6. Please provide a detailed method of construction, indicating any temporary structures, such
as causeways, jetties, landing stages to be constructed below mean high water springs tide
mark and the measures to be taken:
(a) to minimise any risk to the marine environment
(b) prevent undue interference to others
(c) mooring of barges, pontoons, transhipment vessels
(d) maintain navigational safety, including marking and lighting of works.
Please refer to Chapter 4 (Project Description) of the ES for further details of the Project and the proposed
construction works and methods. A detailed construction method statement will be produced for each
construction element prior to commencement of works. In addition, the Construction and Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) which is appended to the ES, sets out how management of the environment
will be maintained during construction.
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The principal elements of the Project consist of offshore works, onshore works and grid connection works
which are summarised in the tables below. For works that will occur below mean high water springs
(offshore works) known methodology has been provided as detailed in Chapter 4 of the ES.

Proposed offshore works and methodology
Project
Element

Proposed
Works

Methodology
The sediment used within the core of the seawall and / or the Geotubes® will
be taken from the seabed within the footprint of the Lagoon by a Cutter
Suction Dredger (CSD) and/or a Trailing Suction Hopper Dredger (TSHD) .
It has been calculated that approximately 8.1 Mm3 of sediment will be
required for the Project as a whole, which includes approximately 7.3 Mm3
of material to be used for the Project and an estimated 0.8Mm3 of unsuitable
material.

Dredging and
construction
of the
seawall

The seawalls will be constructed with a sediment core held in position with
sediment filled geotextile tubes. The Geotubes® will be laid and
hydraulically filled directly from a purpose modified vessel. The dredger will
pump the sediment to the vessel through floating pipes.
However, where the seawall crosses the beach on the eastern landfall
approach, the core will be constructed purely of sediment.
Layers of rock and rock armour will then be placed on the
Geotube®/sediment structure for protection, the thickness and quantity of
these layers will vary depending on location. The seawall will be between 40
and 100 metres wide at the base, dependant on the seabed depth, and, at its
widest, 13m across at the crest.
The initial deepening of the seabed in the area where the turbine and sluice
gate structure is located will also be formed by the dredger.

Offshore
Works
Construction
of a
temporary
bund

Concrete
works for
turbine and
sluice gate
housing

To construct the concrete turbine and sluice gate housing structure, a
temporary bund wall is required to create a dry construction area. There are
two potential options for the temporary bund;
i. Sediment Bund with Geotubes® and Rock Armour; and
ii. Twin Wall Sheet Pile Cofferdam.
(both options described in detail in Chapter 4 of the ES)
The turbine housing unit and sluice gate housing will be constructed from
reinforced concrete, with large voids created, some of which will be in-filled
with sediment to increase the self -weight of the structure. The sluice gates
will be made of stainless steel, and one sluice gate will be installed per
housing structure, with up to 16 turbine housings units within the complete
turbine and sluice gate structure.
The offshore construction area will be dewatered, then access ramps will be
created from the top of the temporary bund into the construction area and a
power supply brought to the area such that the main construction works can
commence. Hardstanding areas will be created, crane rails will be installed.
Once the area is to formation level, a sheet pile wall will then be installed
around the perimeter of the turbine and sluice gate structure using cranes
mounted with vibratory attachments.

The construction of the turbine and sluice gate housing structure will then
commence. The sequence for the construction will be integrated with the
sequence for installation of the turbines to optimise the construction duration.
Installation
turbines and
sluice gates
and
associated
M&E works

Offshore
building
including
visitor centre
and O&M
Concrete
crest and
public realm
works
Widening of
River Neath
channel

During the concrete works for the turbine and sluice gate housing structure,
the internal parts of the turbines will be sub-assembled either onshore or
remote from the site. Elements of the turbines will be transported to site and
taken to the assembly area where applicable. The main structural part of the
turbine; the stay ring, will be cast into the concrete turbine housing and the
main elements of the turbine erected in-situ around the stay ring.
The sluice gates will be installed on completion of the concrete sluice work
for each sluice structure.
As part of the turbine and sluice gate structure there will be a range of O&M
rooms below the concrete apron and further O&M accommodation above
ground within the offshore visitor centre.
The offshore O&M building will be constructed during phase 2. This will
allow the required cables to be connected to the power room in preparation
for commissioning. The offshore O&M facility will be constructed from
reinforced concrete, possibly divided into rooms using steel beams.
It is anticipated that the concrete works will progress on multiple work fronts,
possibly incorporating pre cast elements, such as the draft tube liners. The
concrete will be placed, compacted and cured using conventional techniques.
A new training wall will be created made of gabion baskets or similar. The
length of the wall will be 1.2km. It will be 100m wider than the existing
channel at the seaward end, narrowing to the original width after the 1.2km.
The Monkstone light will be repositioned onto the new training wall. The
seawall becomes the western training wall.

Proposed onshore works and grid connection
Project
Element

Onshore
Works

Grid
Connection

Proposed Works
Western Landfall Building with parking area and slipway
Eastern landfall facility (adjacent to SSSI and university)
Public realm works
Habitat creation works, including beach/dune and saltmarsh
creation
Highway improvements
Mariculture facilities
Lay cables in western seawall
Lay cables along port road and on path through SSSI
River Neath crossing (existing ducts or directional drill)
Lay cables through industrial area to sub-station
Connection at sub-station
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Risks to the marine environment and other sensitive receptors (physical, biological or human) are
described further within the relevant technical chapters of the ES (Chapters 4-22). Navigational safety,
including details of the proposed application for safety zones around construction works and major
maintenance works, are discussed within Chapter 17 (Navigation Assessment) and the accompanying
Navigation Risk Assessment (NRA) appended to the ES. In addition, health and safety in relation to
construction and the environment are detailed in section 4.8 (Chapter 4) of the ES, and further reiterated
in the outline Construction and Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) appended to the ES.
The principal temporary structure that will be constructed below mean high waters springs for the
proposed Project is the temporary cofferdam. To construct the concrete turbine and sluice gate structure,
a temporary cofferdam wall is required to create a dry construction area. There are two potential options
for the temporary cofferdam; (i) sediment cofferdam with Geotubes® and Rock Armour; or (ii) twin wall
sheet pile cofferdam. Both of these temporary bund walls are described in detail in section 4.5
(Construction Process) in Chapter 4 of the ES. The two options will be further developed to achieve an
appropriate solution to take forward to construction.

Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this.
7 (a). Description of materials to be deposited below mean high water spring (please tick all
appropriate boxes).
Timber
Iron/Steel
Silt
Stone/Rock
Biocides or other chemicals

Concrete
Gravel
Other

Sand
Plastic/Synthetic

If other, please describe:

7 (b). Method of delivery of materials. If sea delivery, please include details of the vessels to be
used with a chart of the proposed route and any proposed transhipment area.
A number of materials required for the construction of this Project will be transported to the site by
sea. Details of all materials to be transported by road and/or sea are still being finalised.
As mentioned previously, (Q3d) the contractor and any associated vessels required for the
development are still being finalised. A detailed installation programme specifying timings, number
of vessels, vessel movements etc. will be developed at a later stage, after a contract has been entered
into with the chosen contractor.
A provisional summary of bulk materials required to be transported to site are provided in Table 4.1
of the ES, with those requiring sea transportation listed below.
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Material
Sediment

Vessel
Cutter Suction Dredger or
Trailing Suction Hopper
Dredger
– Floating pipes
Rock barge

Transportation Method
Floating pipes

Rock
(underlayer)

Rock barge

Concrete –
Cement

Rail/road

Concrete –
Cement
Replacement

Barge /rail /road

Unloaded by excavator at storage
location – loaded onto dump
truck/barge by excavator –
unloaded by excavator at bund location
Delivered by road wagons or self-discharging
barge and stockpiled within batching plant.
Batch into concrete truck then take to
location
Delivered by road wagons, and stockpiled
within batching plant.
Batch into concrete truck then
take to location

Rock Armour
6-10t
3-6t
0.3-1t

Unloaded by excavator at storage
location – loaded onto dump
truck/barge by excavator –
unloaded by excavator at bund location

7 (c). Description of objects/materials to be removed from below mean high water springs.
i.

The existing eastern breakwater of the Port of Swansea will be removed as part of
the Project, in order to create a suitable access point for the water shuttle service on
the eastern bank, adjacent to the landfall of the seawall.

ii.

Prior to any sediment removal, a side scan sonar survey will be performed that will
create an image of the seabed to allow any obstructions to be identified. These
might include:
a. Any unexploded ordinance (UXO) will be removed when located;
b. Any rocks or any items that could cause damage to the Geotubes® will be removed;
c. Any rocks that are suitable as herring spawning media will be retained for placement
along the initial section of the western landfall once complete

iii.

Dredging with an Oyster Dredge and relocation of any native oysters to an agreed
location will be undertaken in advance of the main dredging works

iv.

The existing training wall for the River Neath will be removed, and replaced.

7 (d). Method of removal.
All items / structures detailed above will be removed by land or marine based plant. Where
necessary, items will first be broken down and subsequently removed by the appropriate vessel.

7 (e). For work involving salt marsh feeding, beach replenishment or land reclamation please
provide the following information relating to the material to be deposited.
(i)

quantity (tonnes)

Habitat
GRASSLAND
HABITAT

Total weight
(approximate tonnes)
108,228

UPPER
65,436
SALTMARSH

(ii)

197,729

BEACH

15,716

nature of material (sand, silt, gravel)

(iii) source (state location if sea dredged)

Mud / silt based sediment with
larger particle size – more
granular / aggregate – marine
clays and silts and shelly
sands
Nutrient poor material,
medium to low organic
content – seabed shelly sands
Nutrient poor material,
medium to low organic
content – seabed shelly sands
Higher quality sand with low
mud silt content. Medium to
small particle size –
Foreshore sands.
Higher quality sand with low
mud silt content. Medium to
small particle size –
Foreshore sands.

LOWER
103,816
SALTMARSH
DUNES

Nature of material

Please see above table
Sea dredged, from within footprint of the Lagoon

(iv) has the material been chemically analysed?
Yes
If yes, please include the analysis data with your application.
(v)

particle size (including specific gravity)

No

X

0.063-125mm (2.65 Mg/m3)
Brownish grey sandy silt (vibrocore hole
No - VC206, sample 10)

8. Will there be a need to make any temporary deposit of material below
mean high water springs during the works?
Yes

X

No

If yes, please explain why and give the coordinates of the proposed temporary deposit site.
A temporary rock stock pile will be required to store rock used for the construction of the seawall. It is
proposed to have a temporary rock stock pile storage area at both the western landfall and eastern
landfall. The exact area and location of the storage areas are still subject to further refinement.
Approximate coordinates for the storage areas are given below.
Storage area
Latitude
Longitude
Western Landfall
51.607416
-3.918836
Eastern Landfall
51.607310
-3.874333
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9. Do you intend to apply for a licence to dispose at sea material
dredged as part of the works

Yes

X

No

If yes, please indicate:
(i)

nature of material for disposal (sand, gravel)

(ii)

quantity of material disposal (tonnes)

Sands/silt/clay/gravel
1,400,000(0.8Mm3)

10. Please detail below all consents you have applied for or received
Type of consent
i.

Applied for

MMO - Section 36
Electricity Act 1989
Consent (if output is under
100MW).

ii. Infrastructure Planning
Commission – Development
Consent Order (if output is
over 100MW).

Not applied for

Reference number Date of issue

X

X

iii. Local planning authority
(LPA) such as Town and
Country Planning Act 1990

EN010049

X

Name and address of LPA
for location of proposed works

iv. Land owner such as
The Crown Estate,
Duchy of Cornwall

X

TBC

v. Local port or harbour
authority such as a local
work licence*
iv. Environment Agency
v. Other including Transport
and Works Act Order,
Electricity Act, approval to
grant/loan sanction
(please specify)

X
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*Consents/Licences should be obtained and a copy included with this application
11. Do you or (if appropriate) your client, have statutory powers to
consent any aspect of the project?

Yes

No

X

If yes, please give details below:

12. Advertising and consultation
12 (a). Have these works been advertised to the public?
If yes, how and where?

Yes

X

No

TLSB has conformed to the requirements for pre-application consultation
under the Planning Act 2008 (PA 2008). All marine works included in this
marine licence application were included in the consultation exercise
undertaken for the Project as a whole as a nationally significant
infrastructure project as defined by PA 2008. In accordance with the
requirements under PA 2008, statutory consultation has been undertaken
with key stakeholders including technical bodies and regulators, and
advertised to the general public and Section 47 community consultation
events. The Project was also advertised locally and nationally under
Section 48 (PA 2008). This application will be further advertised upon
submission in line with MCAA 2009 requirements.

12 (b). Have the public been invited to submit comments?
If yes, to whom and by
what closing date?

Yes

X

No

As established in the Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC),
published in July 2013, TLSB has consulted extensively with the local
community. The SoCC was published in Welsh and English versions,
made available for download on the Project website, and displayed in local
newspapers, and via a TLSB Newsletter posted to over 195,000 addresses
locally. The newsletter included an attached, freepost, questionnaire.
Statutory consultation, under PA 2008 (see above) on the Preliminary
Environmental Information Report (PEIR) allowed stakeholders and
members of the public to comment on the proposed Project. The PEIR was
published in July 2013, with statutory consultation running from 4 July - 5
August 2013. Any comments received after the expiration of the statutory
28 day period were still accepted and taken into account.
12 (c). Have any consultation meetings with the
public been arranged?
If yes, where and when are these to be held?
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Yes

X

No

Public consultation events were held at 20 locations throughout Swansea,
Neath Port Talbot and Bridgend, during July and August 2013.
At the consultation events, the public were provided with feedback forms
to comment on the Project and suggest any amendments or other
consideration with regards to the environment, design or other project
elements.
In addition, TLSB has engaged with multiple interested non-statutory
bodies (e.g. local environmental, community and fishing groups), in the
months prior to submission of this application and the related application
under PA 2008.
Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this.
Conservation bodies
13 (a).The consenting authorities have a duty to ensure that projects will not have significant
adverse environmental impacts, particularly upon designated European sites of
conservation importance, such as special areas of conservation (SAC), special protection
areas (SPA), sites of special scientific interest (SSSI) or Ramsar sites and other areas listed
under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010. If the applicant
(particularly if they have statutory powers for consenting aspects of these works) has
been in consultation with the appropriate nature conservation body natural Rsources
Wales (NRW), Natural England (NE) or Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) (for oil and gas work
in Scottish waters)) it is likely to hasten processing of the consents if copies of all such
correspondence are submitted with the application.
Where the views of NRW, NE, or SNH are not known, the MLT will undertake consultation with
the appropriate body about the application. Please provide copies of correspondence with
NRW, NE or SNH or indicate below if no consultation has yet taken place.
TLSB has consulted with NRW since the early stages of this Project and has remained in contact
through TLSB’s process of continuous engagement. Copies of all correspondence are submitted with
this application.

Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this.
13(b). Are any part of the proposed works located within the boundaries of Yes X
a designated conservation area (SAC, SPA, SSSI or Ramsar sites)

No

13 (c). If yes, which designated site (s) will the works fall within.
The Project engages with a single designated site. Part of the land required for the Project falls within
Crymlyn Burrows SSSI. (This relates to the onshore element of the Project, and not those marine
works which are the subject of this application.) Details of the works which will take place within
this designated site are provided in respect of the grid connection works given in Chapter 4 (Project
Description) of the ES.
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13(d). Please provide a description of measures proposed to avoid any impacts on European
sites of conservation importance.
The proposed tidal lagoon is not located within, nor is it adjacent to, any internationally designated
site(s). TLSB considers that it will not have any impact upon European sites of conservation as
detailed in the Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) submitted in support of this application.

Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this.
13 (e). If no, and the boundary of the nearest such site is within 2 km, please
indicate approximate distance of the works from this boundary (in km)

0.1km
TBC.

14 (a). Have you considered the works under the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive
(Directive 85/337/EEC - as amended) on the assessment of the effects of certain public
and private projects on the environment? If so, do you consider the works to fall within:
Annex I

Annex II

X

14 (b). Have you applied for a screening or scoping opinion from the MLT under the Marine Works
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007 (as amended)?
Yes X
No
If yes, what is the reference?

SC/12/09

14 (c). Has an environmental statement/assessment been undertaken to
support any planning application in respect of the works, your own
statutory powers (if applicable) or for any other reason?
If yes, is a copy of the assessment included with this application?

Yes X

Yes

X

14 (d). Please provide an explanation if the assessment has been made and a copy is not
available.
N/A
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No

No

14 (e). Is the environmental assessment available for public inspection?

Yes X

No

If yes, at what locations?
The Environmental Statement (ES) and all supporting documents will be
uploaded to the Planning Inspectorate website for viewing, once the
application for development consent has been accepted. Concurrently, the
ES documents will also be available on the designated Project website
http://www.tidallagoonswanseabay.com.
If the application is accepted, the documents will be available to view in
hard copy at TLSB, Suite 6, J-Shed, King’s Road, Swansea SA1 8PL,
Monday-Friday. Additionally a DVD copy of the ES will be available at
all the deposit locations below with hard copies found in locations 1-4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

City & County of Swansea Civic Centre
Neath One Stop Shop, Civic Centre
Port Talbot Civic Centre
Oystermouth Library
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council
Swansea Central Library
St Thomas Library
Neath Library
Port Talbot Library

Public Register
Under section 101 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, all information contained
within or provided in support of this application will be placed on the Public Register unless
the Welsh Ministers approve the applicant’s reasons for withholding all or part.
15. Is there any information contained within or provided in support of this application that you
consider should not be included on the Public Register on grounds that its disclosure:
15(a). Would be contrary to the interest of national security?

Yes

No

X

15(b). Would prejudice to an unreasonable degree your, or
some other person's commercial interest or those of a third party?

Yes

No

X

If yes to either (a) or (b), please provide full justification as to why all or part of the
information you have provided should be withheld.
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Application Fee
16(a). What is the relevant fee band (please refer to the fees structure
At link to Marine fees page)

4

16(b). What is the amount payable?

£38,650

16(c). What is the method of payment?
Cheque
BACS (please ensure BACS identifier form has been completed)

X

Declaration
I declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief that the information given in this form
and related papers is true.

Warning: It is an offence under the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 under
which this application is made to fail to disclose information or to provide false
or misleading information.
Signature
Name (in capital letters)
Position in company (if appropriate)

____________

Date ____03/02/2014

ALEX HERBERT

Head of Planning

Please check carefully the information you have given and that all the enclosures (including
copies) have been included.

For Official use only
File Reference
Foreshore plan number
Cheque number
Date received
Payee name
Amount Paid
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Remittance slip number
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Permit Receipt Centre
Natural Resources Wales
29 Newport Road
Cambria House
Cardiff
CF24 0TP
Ffôn ▪ Tel: 0300 065 3000
Ebost ▪ email: enquiries@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk

Filling out this form Please fill out the relevant fields using block capitals and in black ink. The
form must then be signed and returned to the above address or by email.

APPLICATION FOR A MARINE LICENCE TO
DREDGE AND DISPOSE OF DREDGED MATERIAL
Please read these notes together with the explanatory leaflet carefully before you complete
the form.



The Marine Licensing Team (MLT) administers application under Part 4 of the Marine and
Coastal Access Act 2009 on behalf of the Welsh Ministers, as the Licensing Authority. 



The completed application form, together with 13 copies, must each (both the original and the
copies) be accompanied by a location plan, descriptive drawing(s) and any supporting
environmental assessment. All should be submitted to the above address at least 12 weeks
before the licence is required. Please note we require 1 complete hard copy of the
application form and supporting documents. However, where documents can be emailed or
sent on CD we are happy to receive the additional 12 copies in this format. 



Some projects may raise matters that require a significantly longer time for consideration. This
is most likely to be the case for large projects where substantial volumes of material are to be
removed and/or disposed and those taking place adjacent to or within a marine conservation
area or requiring an environmental statement under environmental impact assessment
regulations. Applicants are advised to contact the as early as possible during the planning stage
in order to avoid delays in determining their application.



Information should be provided about the anticipated duration of the entire project in respect
of works below mean high water springs, together (where appropriate) with details of the
planned phasing of the work for which consent is sought during the first year and each
subsequent 12-month period. 



A licence fee is payable in respect of an application. Cheques should be crossed and made
payable to Natural Resources Wales. The fee must accompany your completed application
when it is returned to the Permit receipt Centre. Alternatively, payment may be made by
BACS. Please note applications will not be processed without the relevant fee.



Please answer all the questions. If any information is not available at the time of application
please indicate at the appropriate section, giving reasons in a covering letter, and submit the
details separately as soon as possible. Any delay in forwarding details is likely to result in a
delay in determining your application.



All dredge and disposal activities need to comply with the Water Framework Directive
(WFD). The framework and guidance can be found on the Natural Resources Wales website
www.naturalresourceswales.gov.uk The results of your WFD assessment must be appended
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to your marine licence application.
It is the responsibility of the applicant to obtain any other consents or authorisations that
may be required.
Project Description
1. Please provide a brief description of the project
Tidal Lagoon (Swansea Bay) plc (TLSB) proposes to construct and operate a tidal powered generating
station on land in and adjacent to Swansea Bay between the dredged channels of the Rivers Tawe and
Neath (the Project).The Project will have a nominal rated capacity of 240MW and will generate
electricity using kinetic energy captured from the large tidal range (the difference between high and low
water) occurring within the Bay
The Project will comprise a seawall constructed using a sand core and sediment-filled Geotubes® with
rock armour bund or alternative technology using gravel mounds/quarry run. This will form a lagoon
impounding some 11km2 of seabed and foreshore with a c. 9.5km-long, U-shaped, seawall running
from the entrance to the River Tawe adjacent to Swansea Dock (Swansea Port) out to sea before
curving back to re-join land adjacent to the new Swansea University Bay Campus (SUBC).
The seawall will incorporate a turbine and sluice gate housing structure, located at the, south westerly
edge of the Lagoon. The housing structure will contain up to 16 permanently submerged, low-head,
hydro turbines and up to 10 sluice gates.
Other components of the Project include:
a) electricity step-up facilities located in the turbine housing;
b) offshore and onshore underground grid connection cables;
c) operation, control and maintenance facilities;
d) visitor centre facilities; and
e) navigational lighting and safety warning systems.
There are also onshore elements of the Project, the delivery of which is not a licensable activity for the
purposes of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009. The onshore elements of the Project include
operation and maintenance facilities, visitor facilities, mitigation works, access works, etc.
This marine licence application (the Application) to Natural Resource Wales' Marine Licencing Team
(NRW MLT) relates to all proposed dredging works for the Project. The Lagoon created as part of the
Project will enclose part of the sea bed and the foreshore of Swansea Bay, from the eastern side of the
River Tawe to the eastern edge of the SUBC. The new seawalls that impound the Lagoon will extend
approximately 1.5km directly offshore from the SUBC, adjacent to Crymlyn Burrows SSSI. The
seawalls will then extend in a southwest direction along the western boundary of the training wall of the
River Neath Channel. Further detail of the Project can be found in Chapter 4 (Project Description) of
the accompanying Environmental Statement (ES).
Accompanying documents:
 Application for a Marine Licence for Dredging and Disposal of Dredged Material ( this
document)
 Environmental Statement (Volume M3: ES Volumes 1-3)
 Environmental Statement Non-Technical Summary
o English version (Volume M3)
o Welsh version (Volume M3)
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o Habitats Regulation Assessment
o Water Framework Directive Compliance Assessment
All correspondence with NRW (Volume M1)
Selection of Figures:
o Figure 1a – 1:25,000 location plan schematic showing the full extent of the Project in
relation to the surrounding area for the proposed tidal lagoon
o Figure 1b – 1:10,000 design schematic drawing showing the full extent of the Project in
relation to the surrounding area and adjacent Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
o Figure 2a – 1:10,000 descriptive schematic drawing showing the extent of the Project in
relation to the Marine Licence application, including marine works plans and breakwater
bund sections
o Figure 2b – design schematic drawing of breakwater sections (1-3) showing those
proposed works below (seaward of) mean high water springs, in Swansea Bay in and
above the intertidal zone
o Figure 2c – design schematic drawing of breakwater sections (4-7) showing those
proposed works below (seaward of) mean high water springs, in Swansea Bay in and
above the intertidal zone
o Figure 3 – design schematic drawing of turbine housing and sluice gate arrangement
showing those proposed works below (seaward of) mean high water springs, in Swansea
Bay in and above the intertidal zone
o Figure 4 – design schematic drawing of proposed dredging locations within Swansea
Bay
o Figure 5 – design schematic drawing of proposed dredging locations and sites of
geotechnical sediment sampling (borehole, CPT and vibrocore)

** Please note, the scales provided for figures 1a, 1b and 1c are correct at size A1. To allow for the full
extent of the project and surrounding area to be shown it is not possible for the 1:10,000 scale to be
maintained at A3 or A4 format.

Applicant Details
2. Applicant for licence
Title

Mr

Initials A

Surname

Herbert

Trading Title
(if appropriate)
Full postal address
(including postcode)

Tidal Lagoon (Swansea Bay) plc
The Lypiatts
15 Lansdown Road
Cheltenham
GL50 2JA

Name of Contact
(if different)
Position in company
(if appropriate)

Head of Planning

Telephone number

01242 224104
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(including area code)
Fax number
(including area code)
Email address

alex.herbert@tidallagoonpower.com

Company registration
Number

08141301

Dredging contractor (producer) Details
The producer is anyone whose activities produce the material intended for deposit in the sea.
If the producer is the applicant shown at 2 above, tick this box and move onto section 6. X
3. Producer of the material for deposit
Title

Initials

Surname

Full postal address
(including postcode)

Name of Contact
(if different)
Position in company
(if appropriate)
Telephone number
(including area code)
Fax number
(including area code)
Email address
Company registration
number
If there is more than one producer, please continue on a separate sheet and tick this box.
Holder Details
The holder is anyone who is in possession of the dredged material prior to its deposit in the sea.
If the holder is the applicant shown at 2 above, tick this box and move to section 5.
If the holder is the producer shown at 3 above, tick this box and move to section 5.
4

4. Holder of the material for deposit (such as waster contractor)
Title

Initials

Surname

Full postal address
(including postcode)

Name of Contact
(if different)
Position in company
(if appropriate)
Telephone number
(including area code)
Fax number
(including area code)
Email address
Company registration
number
If there is more than one holder, please continue on a separate sheet and tick this box.
Agent Details
An agent is anyone engaged to act under contract or other agreement on behalf of the any party
listed in questions 2, 3 or 4 having responsibility for the control, management or deposit of the
material anywhere below mean high water springs.
5. Agent
Function
(such as sea disposal contractor)
Title

Initials

Surname

Full postal address
(including postcode)

Name of Contact
(if different)
Position in company
(if appropriate)
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Telephone number
(including area code)
Fax number
(including area code)
Email address
Company registration
Number
If there is more than one agent, please continue on a separate sheet and tick this box.
Details of current consents (if any)
6. (a) Licence(s) /consent(s) reference number
(b) Expiry date
(c) Quantity (tonnes) deposited under
current licence as at (date)
12/28/ML/1; 12/05/ML – Licence
numbers for previous geotechnical and
oceanographic surveys, respectively

(d) If no current licence/content exists,
please give reference number(s) for any previous consent(s) held for this operation.

Duration of Dredging Operation
7. (a) When is it proposed to begin the dredging operation?

April 2015

(At least 12 weeks are normally required to process the application.)
(b) When are dredging and disposal operations expected to be completed?
Dredging and disposal works are required to be undertaken throughout the duration of the Project
(2015-2018), with works occurring within the optimal dredging period (April-October), where
possible.
A detailed installation programme specifying timings of works, number of vessels and vessel
movements etc. will be developed at a later stage, after a contract has been entered into with the
chosen contractor. Tidal Lagoon (Swansea Bay) plc (TLSB) will be able to make this information
available to NRW MLT in advance of the construction date. TLSB expects to have this information
no less than 3 months prior to commencement of construction i.e. January 2015 if the programme
continues on schedule. The manner of provision of this information will be agreed with NRW
MLT.
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.

Details of Dredging and Disposal Vessel (s)
8.

Name of vessel and operator

Method of deposit

(a) Cutter Suction Dredger – operator TBC

Under refinement (see above - 7b)

(b) Trailing Suction Hopper Dredger – operator TBC

Under refinement (see above - 7b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
Method statement for dredging operation
Please refer to Chapter 4 (Project Description) of the ES, which accompanies this application, for
further details of the Project and proposed construction works and methods. As noted at 7(b) above, a
detailed construction method statement will be produced prior to commencement of works.
To obtain the sediment that is required for the Project, material will be taken from areas which need to
be deepened for functional purposes (e.g. boating area and turbine and sluice gate housing) and from
within the Lagoon footprint as a whole. For that purpose, two main approaches are being considered
and have been assessed in the relevant ES chapters. The proposed dredging approaches (Figure 4) allow
for a greater range of retrieval options and outcomes to be adopted where required. The two approaches
are:
i.
ii.

dredging a larger area at a relatively shallow depth, which results in impacts over a wider area,
but affects fewer deep sediments (option A); and
smaller areas of dredging at deeper depths, which allow the impact to be more localised, but
may result in effects on and from deeper sediment layers (option B).

The actual dredging campaign adopted is anticipated to lie somewhere between these two approaches,
but consideration of these approaches allows a range of outcomes to be embraced by the assessments
reported in the ES. A complement of both dredging approaches will be taken forward to retrieve the
best material for re-use in construction. Further ground investigations will be carried out prior to
construction to better ascertain sediment quality and specific locations to focus dredging operations.
The extensive shallow dredging option (A) covers an approximate area of 2.75km2 which will be taken
at a depth of between 0m and 5m below the seabed within a cutting 500m wide. A dredger would
remove the material within the primary dredge area in a series of steps, until the required depth is
reached. Pursuant to dredging works undertaken, or still to be undertaken at this point, these works will
be completed in years 1-3 of the construction schedule.
The less extensive, deeper dredging option (B) would be to create smaller, deeper dredging areas where
the most suitable material has been identified during the ground investigations and is useful for
construction. The approximate extents of the deeper areas are shown in dark purple in Figure 4, being
approximately 450m diameter taken down to approximately 15m below the seabed. The final location
of the dredged areas will be dictated by the location of the most suitable material from an engineering
property and quality perspective.
To support all possible dredging requirements, the areas to be dredged have been separated into 3 main
categories (displayed in figure 4) as follows:
i. primary dredging area (C);
ii. secondary dredging area (D,E,F,G); and7
iii. dredging area for leisure access (B)

A combination of both dredging approaches (shallow and deep) will take place across all dredging
areas where required, with the most suitable areas for deeper dredging indicated in Figures 4 and 5.
Dredging will also be undertaken to ensure that the Lagoon has sufficient water depth for leisure
sailing vessels. The material extracted for this will be used in the construction of the Lagoon wall,
if the sediment is suitable, and disposed if unsuitable.
The sediment used within the core of the seawall and the Geotubes® (if selected for construction)
will be taken from the seabed within the footprint of the Lagoon. It has been calculated that
approximately 8.1 million cubic metres (Mm3) of sediment will be dredged for the Project as a
whole, which includes about 7.3Mm3 of material to be used for the Project and an estimated
0.8Mm3 of unsuitable material.
Dredged material which is found to be suitable for construction purposes will be used as infill for
the Lagoon wall. Material which is found to be unsuitable for further use in the construction
process will be transported to the Swansea Bay (Outer) deposit ground (LU130) for disposal.
In addition, dredging will also be undertaken at the turbine and sluice gate housing location, where
the seabed will be lowered to the required depth for the operation of the turbines, approximately
10m below the existing bed level at this location. Where possible, this material will be used for
seawall construction.
However, not all of the material at this location can be assumed to be suitable for use within the
seawall and, as such, it is estimated that 0.5Mm3 material will be available for re-use and some
0.5Mm3 material would be disposed of, which is reflected in the total disposal volume of 0.8Mm3.

Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this.
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Details of areas to be dredged
10.

(a)

Name of area to be dredged
(An annotated chart must be attached with each
proposed dredge area marked; the boundary latitude
and longitude coordinates should be given in columns
2 and 3)
(1)

Coordinates
(Degrees and minutes to 2
decimal places)

B – Dredging area for leisure access

267047.17
266982.17
267361.35
267362.68
267733.08
268099.72
268466.58
268557.20
268522.56
268329.36
268140.28
268202.19
268085.09
267963.75
267879.69
267661.73
267503.02
267091.07
266768.02
266584.63
266888.00
266912.13
267047.17

Nature of river dredge
(Such as river, sea,
harbour, estuary)

Date area last dredged
(if known)
(month and year)

(2)

(3)

191716.37
191506.87
191759.28
191428.53
191432.12
191305.69
190977.73
190826.39
190630.18
190619.75
190811.92
190586.09
190510.44
190505.98
190637.65
190581.49
190648.39
190531.77
190467.05
190551.62
191378.77
191586.64
191716.37

9

Sea

(4)

unknown

(b) C – Primary dredging area

266568.33
266584.63
266768.48
267091.07
266803.88
267364.41
267935.23
268364.73
268309.75
268390.84
268506.71
268614.00
269616.97
269788.27
269754.91
268259.09
267968.46
267357.19
266944.22
266672.85
266646.19
266371.09
266268.59
266244.07
266567.78

190552.16
190551.62
190467.05
190531.77
189697.14
189136.61
189293.88
189736.20
189424.79
189308.92
189390.02
189997.77
191060.67
190790.35
190479.02
188909.77
188766.78
188622.85
188800.77
189062.05
189184.44
189459.68
189471.97
189628.73
190551.62

10

Sea

unknown

(c)

D- Secondary dredging area

267091.07
267503.02
267661.73
267879.69
267963.75
268085.09
268202.19
268145.32
268329.36
268522.56
268364.73
267935.23
267364.41
266803.88
267091.07

190531.77
190648.39
190581.49
190637.65
190505.98
190510.44
190586.09
190812.91
190619.75
190630.18
189736.20
189293.88
189136.61
189697.14
190531.77
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Sea

unknown

(d) E- Secondary dredging area (For primary turbine
housing and possible alternative locations)

266054.43
266122.09
266108.24
266377.57
266555.17
266705.71
266551.44
266329.57
265953.52
265878.84
265933.56
266054.43
266249.11
266519.54
266861.98
267264.23
267444.33
267542.87
267375.55
267192.89
266914.54
266675.47
266491.83
266397.45

189584.77
189364.46
189196.29
188926.97
188912.73
188765.06
188679.92
188709.47
189069.99
189244.47
189457.13
189584.77
188778.31
188502.44
188252.31
188118.09
188189.37
188356.12
188330.36
188359.18
188474.73
188658.24
188842.89
188907.09
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Sea

unknown

(e) F- Secondary dredging area

G- Secondary dredging area
(f)

268713.98
268838.83
269015.76
269139.72
268614.00
268713.75

190564.06
190589.54
190578.68
190556.93
189997.77
190563.82

270091.55
270216.95
270352.45
270381.62
270400.05
270296.06
269754.91
269788.27
269616.97
270091.55

191567.49
191494.10
191485.94
191340.03
191194.39
191062.07
190479.02
190790.35
191060.67
191567.49
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Sea

Sea

unknown

unknown

Turbine Housing Area (Primary location and possible
alternative location)
(g)

266347.63
266635.19
266647.16
266556.34
266391.82
266117.34
266120.76
266211.39
266347.63
266397.45
266658.84
266920.41
267225.90
267340.99
267386.86
267322.55
267106.62
266921.89
266657.44

189447.78
189156.85
189006.46
188915.64
188932.57
189205.26
189358.52
189445.40
189447.78
188907.09
188641.74
188444.45
188326.04
188403.40
188573.88
188685.27
188766.56
188904.79
189173.16
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Sea

unknown

Details of material to be dredged (For each of the areas (a to g) in question 10 (plus any listed separately), please give the following
information.)
11.

(a)

(b)

Type of material
Maintenance or capital dredging

Specific
gravity
(Estimate)

(1)

(2)

Physical composition of
material
(Indicate approximate
proportions by volume of
clay/silt/sand/gravel/stone
s/ boulders and so on
(3)

Depth of material to
be removed
(Approximate
maximum depth in
metres)

Quantity to be
dredged each year
(Indicate in-situ cubic
metres or metric
tonnes)

(4)

(5)

B – Dredging area for leisure access
(Capital dredging)

2.70 Mg/m3

Hole no: VC202 (sample
10)
Sample Proportions
Cobbles/boulders 0
Gravel
0
Sand
76
Silt
18
Clay
6

-2m below chart datum

C0-2.5Mm3 (Years 1,2
and 3) dependant on
works schedule)

C – Primary dredging area
(Capital dredging)

2.69Mg/m3

Hole no: VC206 (sample
10)
Sample Proportions
Cobbles/boulders 0
Gravel
0
Sand
76
Silt
17
Clay
7

0-5m (below seabed)

c.0-2.5Mm3 (Years 1,2
and 3) dependant on
works schedule)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

D- Secondary dredging area
(Capital dredging)

2.69Mg/m3

Hole no: VC216B (sample
4)
Sample Proportions
Cobbles/boulders 0
Gravel
1
Sand
96
Silt
17
Clay
3

0-5m (below seabed)

c.0-4.6Mm3 (Years 1,2
and 3) dependant on
works schedule)

E- Secondary dredging area
(Capital dredging)

2.64Mg/m3

Hole no: BH104 (sample
9)
Sample Proportions
Cobbles/boulders 0
Gravel
1
Sand
97
Silt + Clay
2

0-5m (below seabed)

c.0.46Mm3 (Years 1,2
and 3) dependant on
works schedule)

F- Secondary dredging area
(Capital dredging)

2.67/m3

Hole no: VC213 (sample
5)
Sample Proportions
Cobbles/boulders 0
Gravel
0
Sand
97
Silt +clay
3

0-5m (below seabed)

c.0.46Mm3 (Years 1,2
and 3) dependant on
works schedule)

G- Secondary dredging area
(Capital dredging)

2.68Mg/m3

Hole No VC216 (sample
7)
Sample Proportions
Cobbles/boulders 0
Gravel
2
Sand
93
Silt + Clay
5

0-5m (below seabed)

c.0.46Mm3 (Years 1,2
and 3) dependant on
works schedule)

(f)
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(g)
Turbine and sluice gate housing Area

2.64Mg/m3

Hole no: BH104 (sample
9)
Sample Proportions
Cobbles/boulders 0
Gravel
1
Sand
97
Silt + Clay
2

-14.35m (Chart Datum)

Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this.
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c1.0m m3 (Year 1)

Dredged material: additional information (For each of the areas a to e in question 8 above (plus
any listed separately), please give the following information.)
12.
Type of contamination
(Indicate if material to be deposited at
sea is likely to be contaminated by any
known waste discharge or man-made
rubbish (such as scrap metal or concrete)

Type of dredger
proposed to be
used

Any beneficial uses
(including mitigation) for
the material to be dredged
(Any alternatives to disposal
at sea should be indicated,
details to be provided at Q 15)
(3)

(1)
(2)
(a)

(b)

(c)

(3)

Please refer to table 4.3 (Summary of
sediment analysis compared to CEFAS
action levels) in Chapter 4 of the ES.
Sediment analysis of VC202 found
concentrations of Nickel and Chromium
to be below CEFAS action level 2.

Cutter Suction
Dredger or Trailing
Suction Hopper
Dredger

Material composition varies
with depth. Suitable materials
will be used for both habitat
creation and replenishment
works where necessary, as
detailed below (Q15).

Please refer to table 4.3 (Summary of
sediment analysis compared to CEFAS
action levels) in Chapter 4 of the ES.
Sediment analysis of VC206 found
concentrations of Arsenic, Copper, Lead,
Cadmium, Chromium, Nickel, Zinc,
Mercury – all below CEFAS action level
2.

Cutter Suction
Dredger or Trailing
Suction Hopper
Dredger

Material composition varies
with depth. Suitable materials
will be used for both habitat
creation and replenishment
works where necessary, as
detailed below (Q15).

Please refer to table 4.3 (Summary of
sediment analysis compared to CEFAS
action levels) in Chapter 4 of the ES.
Sediment analysis of VC216B found
concentrations of Arsenic, Copper, Lead,
Cadmium, Chromium, Nickel and Zinc all below CEFAS action level 2.

Cutter Suction
Dredger or Trailing
Suction Hopper
Dredger

Material composition varies
with depth. Suitable materials
will be used for both habitat
creation and replenishment
works where necessary, as
detailed below (Q15).

Please refer to table 4.3 (Summary of
sediment analysis compared to CEFAS
action levels) in Chapter 4 of the ES.
Sediment analysis of BH104 found no
contaminated determinants with all
results falling below CEFAS action level
1.

Cutter Suction
Dredger or Trailing
Suction Hopper
Dredger

Material composition varies
with depth. Suitable materials
will be used for both habitat
creation and replenishment
works where necessary, as
detailed below (Q15).

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(g)

Please refer to table 4.3 (Summary of
sediment analysis compared to CEFAS
action levels) in Chapter 4 of the ES.
Sediment analysis of VC213 found no
contaminated determinants with all
results falling below CEFAS action level
1.

Cutter Suction
Dredger or Trailing
Suction Hopper
Dredger

Material composition varies
with depth. Suitable materials
will be used for both habitat
creation and replenishment
works where necessary, as
detailed below (Q15).

Please refer to table 4.3 (Summary of
sediment analysis compared to CEFAS
action levels) in Chapter 4 of the ES.
Sediment analysis of VC216 found no
contaminated determinants with all
results falling below CEFAS action level
1.

Cutter Suction
Dredger or Trailing
Suction Hopper
Dredger

Material composition varies
with depth. Suitable materials
will be used for both habitat
creation and replenishment
works where necessary, as
detailed below (Q15).

Please refer to table 4.3 (Summary of
sediment analysis compared to CEFAS
action levels) in Chapter 4 of the ES.
Sediment analysis of /bh found no
contaminated determinants with all
results falling below CEFAS action level
1.

Cutter Suction
Dredger or Trailing
Suction Hopper
Dredger

Material composition varies
with depth. Suitable materials
will be used for both habitat
creation and replenishment
works where necessary, as
detailed below (Q15).

Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this.

X

Details of Material Quality
13. Applicants are not normally required to specify chemical quality of dredged materials for
deposit. There will, however, usually be a requirement to submit samples for the purpose of
assessing the effects of the materials on the marine environment to enable the UK to fulfil its
obligations under international conventions.

X

(a) Has the dredged material been chemically analysed in the past 3 years?

Yes

(b) Can the samples be made available now if required?

Yes

X

□
No □

No

If no, when will they be available?

Construction/Land Reclamation Projects
14. Is the dredging operation related to a construction or land reclamation project? Yes

X

No

□

If yes, have you applied for a construction or reclamation licence under Part 4 of the Marine and
Coastal Access Act 2009?
Yes X No
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□

If you have not yet applied for a construction/reclamation licence please provide an explanation.
An application has been submitted to NRW MLT concurrently with this application for a licence to
undertake marine energy works for construction of a tidal-powered generating station in Swansea Bay.

Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this
Alternative Means of Disposal (see explanatory note)
15. The Licensing Authority requires applicants to have regard to the practical availability of
alternative means of disposal or treatment (other than deposit at sea) when determining
whether to issue a licence. To enable the licensing authority to fulfil its responsibilities please
state below the results of your investigations to identify alternative means of disposal (including
beneficial uses) or treatment of the material together with costs of all the options, including
deposit at sea. Failure to complete fully this section will result in the form being returned.
TLSB has considered all possible options for the material which has to be dredged under this marine
licence application. A total of 8.1Mm3 of sediment (predominantly sands and gravels) will be required for
construction of the Project as a whole, the majority of which will be dredged and used for construction fill
for the Lagoon wall.
Through consultation, and as part of an iterative process of design refinement, several beneficial uses have
been identified for utilisation of the dredged material. Additional beneficial uses of the sediment which
will be undertaken to facilitate habitat creation are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Establishment of saltmarsh – c. 35,476m2;
Creation of beach – c 35,476m2;
Creation of dunes – c.54,545m2;
Creation of coastal grassland – c.30,330 m2;
Creation of Upper saltmarsh – c.15,940m2;
Creation of Lower saltmarsh – 33,610m2; and
Beach nourishment – where required

Further information on proposed works is provided in Chapter 4 (Project Description) and Chapter 6
(Coastal Processes, Sediment Transport and Contamination) of the ES. It is estimated that from the total
volume of dredged material (8.1Mm3) approximately 0.8Mm3 will require disposal. It is proposed that this
material (which is deemed unsuitable for further use in the construction process) will be transported to the
Swansea Bay (Outer) deposit ground (LU130) for disposal.
The total costs for the proposed works are identified as the cost of this marine licence - £43,500. All works
for dredging are costed within the Project cost, therefore total costs for disposal of materials is deemed to
be the cost of this marine licence.
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Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this

Conservation Bodies
16(a). The consenting authorities have a duty to ensure that projects will not have significant
adverse environmental impacts, particularly upon designated European sites of conservation
importance, such as Special Areas of Conservation (SAC), Special Protection Areas (SPA),
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and Ramsar sites and other areas listed under the
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010. If the applicant (particularly if they
have statutory powers for consenting aspects of these works) has been in consultation with
the appropriate nature conservation body Natural Resources Wales and Natural England
((NE), if applicable) it is likely to hasten processing of the consents if copies of all such
correspondence are submitted with the application.
Please provide copies of correspondence with Natural Resources Wales or its legacy bodies or NE
Please indicate below if no consultation has yet taken place.
TLSB has consulted NRW since the early stages of this Project and remains in contact through TLSB’s
process of continuous engagement. TLSB has consulted NRW on the Project as a whole, including the
licensable activity which is the subject of this application, on both a non-statutory basis, and as a statutory
consultee pursuant to the Planning Act 2008, on the basis of the Project's status as a nationally significant
infrastructure project under that legislation.
Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this
17(a). Are any part of the dredging and/or disposal operations proposed
located within the boundaries of a designated conservation area
(special scientific interest, special protection areas or Ramsar
sites)
17(b). If yes, which designated site (s) will the works fall within.
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Yes

□

No

x

17(c). Please provide a description of measures proposed to avoid any impacts on European
sites of conservation importance.
The proposed tidal lagoon is not located within, nor is it adjacent, to any internationally designated
site(s). TLSB considers that it will not have any impact upon European sites of conservation as
detailed in the Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) submitted in support of this application.

Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please tick this box if you have done this
17(d). If no, and the boundary of the nearest such site is within 2 km,
please indicate approximate distance of the works from this boundary
(in km).

0.1km

18. Do you, or (if appropriate) your client, have statutory powers to consent
any aspect of the project?

Yes

□

No

x

If yes, please give details.

19(a).Have you considered the works under the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive
(Directive 85/337/EEC – as amended) on the assessment of the effects of certain public
and private projects on the environment? If so, do you consider the works to fall within?
Annex I

Annex II

X

19(b). Have you applied for a screening or scoping opinion from the MLT under the Marine Works
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007 (as amended)?
Yes
If yes, what is the reference?

x

No

□

SC/12/09

19(c).Has an environmental assessment been undertaken to support any
planning application in respect of the works, your own statutory
powers (if applicable) or for any other reason?
If yes, is a copy of the assessment included with this application?

Yes

x

Yes

No

x

□
No

□

Please provide an explanation if the assessment has been made and a copy is not available.
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19(d). Is the environmental assessment available for public inspection?
If yes, at what locations?

Yes

x

No

□

The Environmental Statement (ES) and all supporting documents will
be uploaded to the Planning Inspectorate website for viewing, once
the application for development consent has been accepted.
Concurrently, the ES documents will also be available on the
designated Project website http://www.tidallagoonswanseabay.com.
If the application is accepted, the documents will be available to view
in hard copy at TLSB, Suite 6, J-Shed, King’s Road, Swansea SA1
8PL, Monday-Friday. Additionally a DVD copy of the ES will be
available at all the deposit locations below with hard copies found in
locations 1-4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

City & County of Swansea Civic Centre
Neath One Stop Shop, Civic Centre
Port Talbot Civic Centre
Oystermouth Library
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council
Swansea Central Library
St Thomas Library
Neath Library
Port Talbot Library

Public Register
Under section 101 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, all information contained within
or provided in support of this application will be placed on the Public Register unless the Welsh
Ministers approve the applicant’s reasons for withholding all or part.
20. Is there any information contained within or provided in support of this application that you
consider should not be included on the Public Register on grounds that its disclosure:
(a) would be contrary to the interest of national security?
(b) would prejudice to an unreasonable degree your, or some
other person's commercial interest or those of a third party?

□
Yes □

Yes

If yes to either (a) or (b), please provide full justification as to why all or part of the
information you have provided should be withheld.
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x
No x

No

Application Fee
21(a). What is the relevant fee band (please refer to the fees structure
At (Inc Marine fees page) =Band 6

6

21(b). What is the amount payable?

£43,500

21(c). What is the method of payment?
Cheque
BACS (please ensure the BACS reference is e mailed to
enquiries@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk

X

Declaration
I declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief that the information given in this form and
related papers is true.

Warning:
It is an offence under the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 under which this
application is made to fail to disclose information or to provide false or misleading
information.

Signature ___________

Date _03/02/201/4______________

Name (in Capital letters)

ALEX HERBERT

Position in company (if appropriate)

Head of Planning

Please check carefully the information you have given and that all the enclosures (including
copies) have been included.

For Official use only
File Reference
Foreshore plan number
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Cheque number
Date received
Payee name
Amount Paid
Remittance slip number
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MARINE AND COASTAL ACCESS ACT 2009: PART 4 – MARINE LICENSING
Marine Licence: [XX/XX]/ML

The Natural Resources Body for Wales ("Natural Resources Wales")(hereinafter referred to as "the
Licensing Authority") hereby authorise:
Tidal Lagoon (Swansea Bay) plc.
15 The Lypiatts,
Lansdown Road,
Cheltenham,
Gloucester.
GL50 2JA
Company Registration Number: 08141301
(Hereinafter referred to as “the Licence Holder”) in relation to the project, the particulars of which are
set out in Schedule 1, to:
1.

carry out construction works in the sea, the particulars of which are set out in Schedule 2;

2.

to deposit and carry out dredging works in the sea, the particulars of which are set out in
Schedule 3; and
The License is subject to the conditions of use set out, or referred to, in Schedule 4.

This Licence shall be valid from the beginning of the day of [day month year], (hereinafter referred
to as the start date of this Licence) to the end of the day of, [day month year] (hereinafter referred to
as the end or expiry date of this Licence).
For the purposes of this Licence and attached Schedules and unless indicated otherwise:(i) all times shall be taken to be Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), and,
(ii) all co-ordinates shall be taken to be Eastings and Northings.
Signed:
For and on behalf of the Welsh Ministers
Date of issue:

SCHEDULE 1
1.

Particulars of the Project

1.1

The Project is a tidal range powered generating station, which will have a nominal rated
capacity of 240MW. It is to be located in Swansea Bay adjacent to the Port of Swansea at the
eastern gateway to the City of Swansea. The rated power is assessed based upon a normal
operating head (i.e. the amount of water available to turn the turbines). It is proposed to install
between 13 and 16 bi-directional turbines of 7m (+/- 200mm) diameter in the turbine and
sluice gate housing structure.

1.2

The Lagoon created as part of the Project will enclose part of the seabed and the foreshore of
Swansea Bay, from the eastern side of the River Tawe to the eastern edge of the new Swansea
University Bay Campus (SUBC, formerly known as the Science and Innovation Campus).
The new seawalls of the Lagoon will extend approximately 1.5km directly offshore from the
eastern landfall at SUBC (the eastern landfall), adjacent to Crymlyn Burrows SSSI. The
seawalls will then extend in a south-westerly direction along the western boundary of the
training wall of the River Neath Channel. A turbine and sluice gate housing structure will be
located in the south west of the Lagoon, at an oblique angle to the dredged channel of the
river Tawe. The seawall will then extend towards Swansea Port, close to the mouth of the
River Tawe parallel to the dredged channel for the River Tawe to rejoin the land (the western
landfall).

1.3

The Lagoon seawalls will enclose an area of some 11.5km2 or more of seabed and foreshore
to create the Lagoon. The water impounded within the Lagoon, or excluded from it, provides
the head needed to store kinetic energy that can be turned into electric power. Electricity will
be generated as water flows through the bi-directional turbines, when the Lagoon fills and
empties after a holding period that will create the head required. The electricity generated will
be fed into the National Electricity Transmission System (NETS) via National Grid's
substation in Baglan by way of an underground cable connection from the generating station.
It is anticipated that the Project will produce some 400 GWh net of electricity on an annual
basis.

1.4

The proposed development consent order will authorise:
1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.3

1.4.4
1.4.5

construction and operation of hydro turbines and their housing with a nominal
generating capacity of 240MW;
construction and dredging for a Lagoon including around 9.5km of new sea wall
and related facilities impounding around 11.5km2 of seabed/foreshore;
electricity transmission infrastructure required for the export of electrical power
via Baglan Bay substation in the County Borough of Neath Port Talbot, including
cables laid offshore and onshore, electricity step-up facilities and other electricity
transmission facilities;
the compulsory acquisition of land including rights in or over land required for
the purposes of the Project, or to facilitate or incidental to the Project; and
development including plant, equipment and buildings comprised in the Project
including:

1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.4.5.3
1.4.5.4
1.4.5.5
1.4.5.6
1.4.5.7
1.4.5.8
1.4.5.9

1.4.5.10

1.5

construction sites, lay-down areas, working areas and temporary
works and structures;
site access, internal site roads, vehicle parking;
landscaping;
tourism, recreation, sporting and visitor amenities and facilities
comprised in the Project;
navigational lighting and safety warning systems;
operation and control facilities;
foul drainage provision and surface water management systems;
permanent and/or temporary changes to the highway network for the
Project and other access facilities;
the application and/or disapplication of legislation relevant to the
Project including inter alia legislation relating to the compulsory
acquisition of land; and
such ancillary, incidental and consequential development or facilities
as are necessary and/or convenient.

The works shall be carried out in accordance with the details in Schedules 1 - 4, and as
described more fully in the works schedule and method statement detailed in the application
form dated 6 February 2014, the Environmental Statement dated 6 February 2014 and the
final Installation and Commissioning Plan, which plan is to be agreed with the Licensing
Authority in accordance with paragraph 7 of Schedule 4.

SCHEDULE 2
2.

Particulars of the construction works

2.1

The type of works for which the deposit and removal of the substances or articles as specified
in paragraph 1.5 of this Schedule are:
The offshore works during the construction and operation phases comprise the following (and
their construction): turbines and sluice gates, their housing structure, gantry cranes and other
facilities, such as generators and switchgear; temporary cofferdam to facilitate the
construction of the turbine and sluice gate housing structure; temporary rock storage areas;
seawalls and associated dredging works; dredging to create boating area(s); access road on the
seawalls including public realm works, lighting structures and shelters; Offshore Building
incorporating operation and maintenance (O&M) facilities, with integral visitor centre, leisure
facilities and public realm; emergency facilities; works to Swansea Port Channel; demolition
of existing eastern breakwater wall at the entrance to the Port of Swansea; works to Neath
Harbour Channel including the widening of the entrance to the channel and replacement of its
training wall; water quality enhancement works (if required or implemented); navigation
facilities including lighting; reef habitat creation works, provision of oyster spatting ponds,
herring mitigation, potential bird island/raft and Sabellaria habitat works; and necessary
services.

2.2

The construction of the Project will commence following the grant of development consent,
the Marine Licence and discharge of any relevant requirements or conditions precedent to
construction. This is expected to be in 2015. The construction period is split into four main
phases described below with a brief summary of the main activities included in each phase.
The phases and extent of work within each phase will be subject to review and alteration
where necessary and, as such, is indicative only. There are also other works that sit outside
the four main phases that continue throughout the duration of construction.

2.3

Details of the works requiring the deposit and removal of substances or articles as specified at
paragraph 1.1 of this Schedule are:2.3.1

Phase 1: Mobilisation, western seawall and start of eastern seawall
2.3.1.1

The landside set up of the construction support site;

2.3.1.2

Construction access routes;

2.3.1.3

Seawall – western arm;

2.3.1.4

Temporary cofferdam to provide a construction area for the turbine
and sluice gate housing structure;

2.3.1.5

Lagoon seawall – eastern arm phase 1;

2.3.1.6

Water quality enhancement works option 3 - outfall extension;

2.3.1.7

Connection to power supply and utilities for construction phase; and

2.3.1.8

2.3.2

2.3.3

2.3.4

Demolition of structures within construction compound areas,
removal of Swansea Port eastern breakwater and removal of existing
flood wall.

Phase 2: Turbine and sluice gate structure construction, continue eastern
seawall
2.3.2.1

Construction of the turbine and sluice gate housing structure;

2.3.2.2

Water quality enhancement works (option 2 - UV disinfection of
storm water);

2.3.2.3

The installation of the turbines and sluice gates;

2.3.2.4

Dry commissioning of the turbines and sluice gates;

2.3.2.5

Connection to the National Electricity Transmission System;

2.3.2.6

O&M facilities; and

2.3.2.7

Seawall - eastern arm phase 2.

Phase 3: Lagoon Closure and Commissioning
2.3.3.1

Removal of the temporary cofferdam wall;

2.3.3.2

Seawall - eastern arm (closure);

2.3.3.3

Wet commissioning of the turbines and sluice gates; and

2.3.3.4

Commencement of finishings and offshore building works.

Phase 4: Finishings
2.3.4.1

Seawall finishing;

2.3.4.2

Completion of construction of the Offshore Building;

2.3.4.3

Removal of the construction support sites;

2.3.4.4

Emergency facilities and slipways;

2.3.4.5

Construction of onshore building and sporting public realm;

2.3.4.6

Road and pedestrian infrastructure;

2.3.4.7

Visitor facilities, public realm including access and parking; and

2.3.4.8

Pedestrian and cycle route links.

2.4

2.5

Such works are as detailed in the drawing(s) and sectional plan(s) detailed below which were
submitted in support of the Licence Holder’s application to the Licensing Authority dated 6
February 2014.
2.4.1

Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay Environmental Statement, Volumes 1 - 3; and

2.4.2

Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay Environmental Statement Non-Technical Summary.

The substances or articles authorised for deposit and removal at sea are:
Iron/Steel
Stone/Rock
Concrete
Plastic/Synthetic
Cable
Sand
Gravel

2.6

The Licence Holder and any Agent and Contractor acting on their behalf is permitted to
deposit and remove the substances or articles specified at paragraph 1.5 of this Schedule, at
the following location(s):
Project area (within the following co-ordinate points):
Easting

Northing

267047.17

191716.37

266982.17

191506.87

267361.35

191759.28

267362.68

191428.53

267733.08

191432.12

268099.72

191305.69

268466.58

190977.73

268557.20

190826.39

268522.56

190630.18

268329.36

190619.75

268140.28

190811.92

268202.19

190586.09

268085.09

190510.44

267963.75

190505.98

267879.69

190637.65

267661.73

190581.49

267503.02

190648.39

267091.07

190531.77

266768.02

190467.05

266584.63

190551.62

266888.00

191378.77

266912.13

191586.64

267047.17

191716.37

266568.33

190552.16

266584.63

190551.62

266768.48

190467.05

267091.07

190531.77

266803.88

189697.14

267364.41

189136.61

267935.23

189293.88

268364.73

189736.2

268309.75

189424.79

268390.84

189308.92

268506.71

189390.02

268614

189997.77

269616.97

191060.67

269788.27

190790.35

269754.91

190479.02

268259.09

188909.77

267968.46

188766.78

267357.19

188622.85

266944.22

188800.77

266672.85

189062.05

266646.19

189184.44

266371.09

189459.68

266268.59

189471.97

266244.07

189628.73

266567.78

190551.62

267091.07

190531.77

267503.02

190648.39

267661.73

190581.49

267879.69

190637.65

267963.75

190505.98

268085.09

190510.44

268202.19

190586.09

268145.32

190812.91

268329.36

190619.75

268522.56

190630.18

268364.73

189736.2

267935.23

189293.88

267364.41

189136.61

266803.88

189697.14

267091.07

190531.77

267047.17

191716.37

266982.17

191506.87

267361.35

191759.28

267362.68

191428.53

267733.08

191432.12

268099.72

191305.69

268466.58

190977.73

268557.20

190826.39

268522.56

190630.18

268329.36

190619.75

268140.28

190811.92

268202.19

190586.09

268085.09

190510.44

267963.75

190505.98

267879.69

190637.65

267661.73

190581.49

267503.02

190648.39

267091.07

190531.77

266768.02

190467.05

266584.63

190551.62

266888.00

191378.77

266912.13

191586.64

267047.17

191716.37

266568.33

190552.16

266584.63

190551.62

266768.48

190467.05

267091.07

190531.77

266803.88

189697.14

267364.41

189136.61

267935.23

189293.88

268364.73

189736.2

268309.75

189424.79

268390.84

189308.92

268506.71

189390.02

268614

189997.77

269616.97

191060.67

269788.27

190790.35

269754.91

190479.02

268259.09

188909.77

267968.46

188766.78

267357.19

188622.85

266944.22

188800.77

266672.85

189062.05

266646.19

189184.44

266054.43

189584.77

266122.09

189364.46

266108.24

189196.29

266377.57

188926.97

266555.17

188912.73

266705.71

188765.06

266551.44

188679.92

266329.57

188709.47

265953.52

189069.99

265878.84

189244.47

265933.56

189457.13

266054.43

189584.77

266249.11

188778.31

266519.54

188502.44

266861.98

188252.31

267264.23

188118.09

267444.33

188189.37

267542.87

188356.12

267375.55

188330.36

267192.89

188359.18

266914.54

188474.73

266675.47

188658.24

266491.83

188842.89

266397.45

188907.09

268713.98

190564.06

268838.83

190589.54

269015.76

190578.68

269139.72

190556.93

268614

189997.77

268713.75

190563.82

270091.55

191567.49

270216.95

191494.1

270352.45

191485.94

270381.62

191340.03

270400.05

191194.39

270296.06

191062.07

269754.91

190479.02

269788.27

190790.35

269616.97

191060.67

270091.55

191567.49

266347.63

189447.78

266635.19

189156.85

266647.16

189006.46

266556.34

188915.64

266391.82

188932.57

266117.34

189205.26

266120.76

189358.52

266211.39

189445.4

266347.63

189447.78

266397.45

188907.09

266658.84

188641.74

266920.41

188444.45

267225.9

188326.04

267340.99

188403.4

267386.86

188573.88

267322.55

188685.27

267106.62

188766.56

266921.89

188904.79

266657.44

189173.16

2.7

The works shall be carried out in accordance with the details in Schedules 1 - 4, and as
described more fully in the works schedule and method statement detailed in the application
form dated 6 February 2014, the Environmental Statement dated 6 February 2014 and the
final Installation and Commissioning Plan, which plan is to be agreed with the Licensing
Authority in accordance with paragraph 7 of Schedule 4.

2. Persons Responsible for the Deposit of the Substances or Articles
2.1. The Agents and Contractors permitted to engage in activities subject to the terms and conditions
of this Licence are:Name of Agent or Contractor

Function

TBC
2.2. The following operators and vessel(s) or vehicle(s) are permitted to engage in activities subject to
the terms and conditions of this Licence are:
Name of Vessel
or Vehicle Registration

Operator

Type

TBC
2.3 All vessels employed to perform the deposit operation permitted by this Licence shall be so
constructed and equipped as to be capable of the proper performance of these operations in
compliance with the conditions set out in the Schedule to this licence. Details of the vessels that may
operate under this Licence are set out in sub-paragraph 2.2, and the standard equipment to be on all
vessels operating under this Licence are set out in paragraph 10.

SCHEDULE 3
1.

Particulars of the dredging and deposit operation

1.1

There are two separate dredging activities which will be carried out in relation to the Project:

1.2

1.1.1

construction dredging; and

1.1.2

maintenance dredging.

Construction dredging
1.2.1

1.3

Maintenance dredging
1.3.1

1.4

The sediment used within the core of the seawall and the Geotubes® (if selected
for the purposes of construction) will be taken from the seabed within the
footprint of the Lagoon. It has been calculated that approximately 8.1 million
cubic metres (M m3) of sediment will be dredged for the Project as a whole,
which includes about 7.3M m3 of material to be used for the Project and an
estimated 0.8M m3 of unsuitable material.

It is anticipated that maintenance dredging within the Lagoon will not need to
start until 10 to 15 years after the completion of construction and then be
performed every two years. However, the need to do so will be monitored.
Based on this monitoring a dredging strategy will be developed and a licence for
disposal will be discussed and agreed with NRW. For that reason, maintenance
dredging does not form part of this Marine Licence.

Place of extraction and production of the substances or articles:
SWANSEA BAY, SWANSEA
Within the area bounded by joining the points
Project area (within the following co-ordinate points):
Easting

Northing

267047.17

191716.37

266982.17

191506.87

267361.35

191759.28

267362.68

191428.53

267733.08

191432.12

268099.72

191305.69

268466.58

190977.73

268557.20

190826.39

268522.56

190630.18

268329.36

190619.75

268140.28

190811.92

268202.19

190586.09

268085.09

190510.44

267963.75

190505.98

267879.69

190637.65

267661.73

190581.49

267503.02

190648.39

267091.07

190531.77

266768.02

190467.05

266584.63

190551.62

266888.00

191378.77

266912.13

191586.64

267047.17

191716.37

266568.33

190552.16

266584.63

190551.62

266768.48

190467.05

267091.07

190531.77

266803.88

189697.14

267364.41

189136.61

267935.23

189293.88

268364.73

189736.2

268309.75

189424.79

268390.84

189308.92

268506.71

189390.02

268614

189997.77

269616.97

191060.67

269788.27

190790.35

269754.91

190479.02

268259.09

188909.77

267968.46

188766.78

267357.19

188622.85

266944.22

188800.77

266672.85

189062.05

266646.19

189184.44

266371.09

189459.68

266268.59

189471.97

266244.07

189628.73

266567.78

190551.62

267091.07

190531.77

267503.02

190648.39

267661.73

190581.49

267879.69

190637.65

267963.75

190505.98

268085.09

190510.44

268202.19

190586.09

268145.32

190812.91

268329.36

190619.75

268522.56

190630.18

268364.73

189736.2

267935.23

189293.88

267364.41

189136.61

266803.88

189697.14

267091.07

190531.77

267047.17

191716.37

266982.17

191506.87

267361.35

191759.28

267362.68

191428.53

267733.08

191432.12

268099.72

191305.69

268466.58

190977.73

268557.20

190826.39

268522.56

190630.18

268329.36

190619.75

268140.28

190811.92

268202.19

190586.09

268085.09

190510.44

267963.75

190505.98

267879.69

190637.65

267661.73

190581.49

267503.02

190648.39

267091.07

190531.77

266768.02

190467.05

266584.63

190551.62

266888.00

191378.77

266912.13

191586.64

267047.17

191716.37

266568.33

190552.16

266584.63

190551.62

266768.48

190467.05

267091.07

190531.77

266803.88

189697.14

267364.41

189136.61

267935.23

189293.88

268364.73

189736.2

268309.75

189424.79

268390.84

189308.92

268506.71

189390.02

268614

189997.77

269616.97

191060.67

269788.27

190790.35

269754.91

190479.02

268259.09

188909.77

267968.46

188766.78

267357.19

188622.85

266944.22

188800.77

266672.85

189062.05

266646.19

189184.44

266054.43

189584.77

266122.09

189364.46

266108.24

189196.29

266377.57

188926.97

266555.17

188912.73

266705.71

188765.06

266551.44

188679.92

266329.57

188709.47

265953.52

189069.99

265878.84

189244.47

265933.56

189457.13

266054.43

189584.77

266249.11

188778.31

266519.54

188502.44

266861.98

188252.31

267264.23

188118.09

267444.33

188189.37

267542.87

188356.12

267375.55

188330.36

267192.89

188359.18

266914.54

188474.73

266675.47

188658.24

266491.83

188842.89

266397.45

188907.09

268713.98

190564.06

268838.83

190589.54

269015.76

190578.68

269139.72

190556.93

268614

189997.77

268713.75

190563.82

270091.55

191567.49

270216.95

191494.1

270352.45

191485.94

270381.62

191340.03

270400.05

191194.39

270296.06

191062.07

269754.91

190479.02

269788.27

190790.35

269616.97

191060.67

270091.55

191567.49

266347.63

189447.78

266635.19

189156.85

266647.16

189006.46

266556.34

188915.64

266391.82

188932.57

266117.34

189205.26

266120.76

189358.52

266211.39

189445.4

266347.63

189447.78

266397.45

188907.09

266658.84

188641.74

266920.41

188444.45

267225.9

188326.04

267340.99

188403.4

267386.86

188573.88

1.5

267322.55

188685.27

267106.62

188766.56

266921.89

188904.79

266657.44

189173.16

To obtain the sediment that is required for the Project, material will be taken from areas
which need to be deepened for functional purposes (e.g. boating area and turbine and sluice
gate housing) and from within the Lagoon footprint as a whole. For that purpose, two main
approaches are being considered and have been assessed in the relevant ES chapters
(particularly in Chapter 4). The two approaches are:
1.5.1

a large area at a relatively shallow depth, which results in impacts over a wider
area; and

1.5.2

smaller areas of dredging at deeper depths, which allows the impact to be more
localised.

1.6

The actual dredging campaign adopted is anticipated to lie somewhere between these two
approaches.

1.7

In terms of volumes from specific areas, as discussed above, dredging will be undertaken to
facilitate the creation of the boating area(s). This would be to provide a permanent water
depth of 2m below lowest tide level. This would generate approximately 2.5M m3 of material,
of which, approximately 2.2M m3 will be used in the Lagoon seawall construction and up to
0.3M m3 could be unsuitable and therefore require disposal. However, this is an estimate
which is dependent on both the suitability of material dredged and resultant characteristics.

1.8

At the turbine and sluice gate housing location, the seabed will be lowered to the required
depth for the operation of the turbines, namely -14.35mCD, approximately 9 to 10m below
existing bed level at this location. However, not all of the material at this location can be
assumed to be suitable for use within the Lagoon seawall and, as such, it is estimated that
0.5M m3 material will be available for re-use and some 0.5M m3 material would be disposed
of. Micro-siting the turbine and sluice gate housing structure has the capacity to reduce this
need for disposal to approximately 0.36M m3. Likewise the use of more conventional
construction methods such as using gravel/quarry run for seawall construction instead of
Geotubes® could also reduce dredging and disposal needs.

1.9

The remaining approximate 4.6M m3 of dredged arisings are anticipated to be taken from the
wider Lagoon area at a depth of between 0m and 5m below the seabed within a cutting 500m
wide. The dredger would remove the material in a series of steps, until the required depth is
reached. The sediment will then naturally form a slope over time, which is expected to have a
gradient between 1:8 and 1:10.

1.10

The second dredging option would be to create smaller, deeper dredging areas where the most
suitable material has been identified during the ground investigations and is useful for
construction. The approximate extents of the deeper areas are approximately 450m diameter
taken down to approximately 15m below the seabed. The final location of the dredged areas
will be dictated by the location of the most suitable material from an engineering property and
quality perspective.

1.11

For the second dredging option, the areas are shown to be circular, but the shape of the areas
dredged will again be dictated by the location of the suitable material. The dredging profile
created by the dredger will be stepped, and then allowed to resume a natural slope over time.

1.12

The lip of any dredged area, including any predicted natural slope formation over time, will
not be any closer than 100m to the toe of the seawalls or the existing Swansea Bay long sea
outfall. This is to ensure that the stability and integrity of the seawalls and the outfall are not
affected.

1.13

The substances or articles authorised for deposit and removal at sea are:
Gravel
Sand
Stone/Rock

1.14

The Licence Holder or any Agent or Contractor acting on their behalf under this Licence is
permitted to deposit a quantity of over 1m tonnes per year of the substance or articles
specified at paragraph 1.14 of this Schedule, at the Deposit Area detailed at paragraph 1.16.

1.15

The Licence Holder and any Agent and Contractor acting on their behalf is permitted to
deposit and remove the substances or articles specified at paragraph 1.14 of this Schedule, at
the following location(s):
Disposal area (within the following co-ordinate points):
Easting

Northing

TBC
1.16

Tank/hopper washings may only be discharged in the area(s) specified at paragraph 1.16.

2.

Agents or Contractors responsible for the loading, transportation, storage or deposit of
the substances or articles

2.1

The name and address of all Agent(s) and Contractor(s) acting on behalf of the Licence
Holder, which shall be engaged in the loading, transportation, storage and deposit of
substances of articles specified in paragraph 1.14 of this Schedule, shall be notified to, and
agreement obtained in writing from, the Licensing Authority before individually they
commence any such operation. Details of the Agent(s) and Contractor(s) so approved and to
be used in this operation are:

2.2

The Agents and Contractors permitted to engage in activities subject to the terms and
conditions of this Licence are:Agents or Contractors Name

Function(s)

TBC
2.3

The name(s) and operator(s) of any vehicle(s) or vessel(s) which shall be engaged in the
loading, transportation and deposit of the substances or articles specified in paragraph 1.14 of
this Schedule, shall be notified to, and agreement obtained in writing from the Licensing
Authority before they commence individually any operation to which this Licence refers.
Details of the vehicle(s) or vessel(s) so approved and to be used in this operation are:Name of Vessel
or Vehicle Registration

Operator

Type

TBC
2.4

2.5

Any person in charge of the loading of a vessel or any intermediate storage of the substances
or articles prior to their deposit in the sea shall maintain a written record on the premises
relating to individual cargoes or loads (received or dispatched). This written record and shall
include the following details:
2.4.1

date and time each load was received or dispatched and the quantity;

2.4.2

general description of the substances or articles and the name of the producer(s)
or holder(s);

2.4.3

registration numbers of vehicles delivering loads;

2.4.4

consignment note numbers (if any);

2.4.5

the reference number of the Licence issued under, Part 4 of the Marine and
Coastal Access Act 2009, which permits the substances or articles being loaded
or stored to be deposited in the sea;

2.4.6

name(s) of vessel or identification code and type of container into which
substances or articles are loaded;

2.4.7

signature(s) and status of the person or persons authorising loading of substances
or articles to the vessel or container;

2.4.8

the results of any checks carried out on the substances or articles prior to
authorisation of loading.

The Licence Holder and any Agent or Contractor responsible for loading, transportation or
storage must ensure that only authorised personnel have access to the substances or articles
for deposit.

2.6

All vessels employed to perform the deposit operation permitted by this Licence shall be so
constructed and equipped as to be capable of the proper performance of these operations in
compliance with the conditions set out in Schedule 4 to this Licence. Details of the vessels
that may operate under this Licence are set out in paragraph 2.3, and the standard equipment
to be on all vessels operating under this Licence are set out in paragraph 8 of Schedule 4.

2.7

The Master or the Officer of the Watch of each vessel, as specified in paragraph 2.3 of this
Schedule, undertaking the deposit of any substances or articles specified in relevant
paragraphs of these Schedules, shall maintain a written log of operations recording, in the
English Language, the following information:

2.8

2.7.1

the name of the vessel;

2.7.2

the quantity and type of each substance or article loaded for deposit;

2.7.3

the date and time of departure from the port or site at which the substances or

2.7.4

articles are loaded for deposit in the sea and time of arrival (and date if different)
at the Deposit Area on each occasion that it proceeds to and from such area;

2.7.5

latitude and longitude position (in degrees and minutes and decimal of a minute
to at least one decimal place) of the vessel at intervals of not more than 20
minutes throughout the deposit operation which for the purpose of this Licence
shall be the commencement of loading (including the dredging) each
consignment of material for deposit in the sea through to the completion of the
placement or deposit of the material in the Deposit Area;

2.7.6

the time taken to complete the deposit operation and a statement of the reasons
for any delays;

2.7.7

courses and speeds together with any alterations throughout each deposit
operation (multiple changes may be recorded as "various”);

2.7.8

the rate of discharge or deposit, together with any variations, throughout deposit
operations;

2.7.9

weather, sea-state, wind and tidal set, and rate throughout deposit operations; and

2.7.10

the signature of the Master at the foot of each log sheet or page of the record.

All deposit vessels are required to carry an Admiralty Chart of appropriate scale to be used in
navigation on which the co-ordinates of the licensed Deposit Area(s), as detailed in paragraph
1.16 of this Schedule, should be marked.

SCHEDULE 4
1.

Distribution of copies of this Licence

1.1

The Licence Holder is required to ensure that a copy of this Licence and attached Schedule,
any special conditions and any subsequent revisions or amendments thereto is given to:

1.2

1.1.1

any Agent or Contractor, as detailed in paragraph 2 of Schedules 2 and 3,
responsible for the loading, transport storage or deposit of the substances or
articles for deposit as described in paragraph 1.5 of Schedule 2 or 1.16 of
Schedule 3; and

1.1.2

the Master of any vessel employed in pursuance of this licence.

Copies of this Licence shall also be available at the following locations:
1.2.1

at the address of the Licence Holder;

1.2.2

at any site office, located at or adjacent to the site of the works, used by the
Licence Holder, agent(s) or contractors(s) responsible for the loading
transportation or deposit of those substances or articles detailed at paragraph 1 of
this Schedule;

1.2.3

at the office of the transport manager with responsibility for any vehicle(s) from
which licensed deposits are to be made; and

1.2.4

on board each vessel from which deposits are to be made.

2.

Inspection of the Operation

2.1

The written record referred to in paragraph 2.2 shall be available for inspection by authorised
Marine Enforcement Officers at all reasonable time at the premises where the substances or
articles are stored prior to loading for deposit at sea.

2.2

This written log referred to in paragraph 2.7 of Schedule 3 and all other relevant documents
shall be available on board the vessel(s) to which they relate at all reasonable times for
inspection by authorised Marine Enforcement Officers.

2.3

The documents referred to in paragraph 3 shall be available for inspection at all reasonable
times by authorised Marine Enforcement Officers at the locations stated in that paragraph.

2.4

The Licence Holder must advise the Licensing Authority and Marine Enforcement Officers
10 days before the licensed operation, or an individual phase of the operation is expected to
commence.

3.

Returns to be made to the Licensing Authority

3.1

The Licence Holder is required to acknowledge receipt of this Licence and confirm that he or
she has understood its term by signing and returning the attached acknowledgement form

MTLAck1 within 28 days of the date of issue of this Licence. No operations permitted under
the terms of this Licence shall commence until the MCUAck1 form has been signed and
returned to the Licensing Authority.
3.2

Any Agent or Contractor, as detailed in paragraph 2.1 of Schedules 2 and 3, and the Master of
any vessel employed in pursuance of this Licence shall provide acknowledgement using the
attached MTLAck2 form, of the receipt of this Licence and their understanding of all the
conditions specified therein to the Licensing Authority within 28 days of the start date of this
Licence, or prior to engaging in any activity to which this Licence relates, whichever is the
sooner.

3.3

Certified returns of quantities of substances or articles deposited under this Licence are
required to be submitted on the attached disposal return form by 31 January and 31 July each
year. The returns must specify the full Licence number and amount deposited each calendar
month at each authorised Deposit Area. Where no deposit is made in a given period a NIL
return is required.

3.4

If this Licence expires during the course of the calendar year and is not renewed or
superseded by a further Licence relating to the works specified in paragraph 1, a certified
return of quantities of substances or articles deposited under this Licence, shall be submitted
not later than 28 working days after the expiry date of this Licence.

4.

Force Majeure

4.1

If, by reason of "force majeure” the substances or articles as specified at paragraph 1.5 of
Schedule 2 and 1.16 of Schedule 3 are deposited otherwise than at the authorised deposit area
specified at paragraph 1.6 of Schedule 2 and 1.4 of Schedule 3, full details of the
circumstances shall be notified within 48 hours to the Licensing Authority.

4.2

"Force majeure” may be deemed to apply when, due to stress of weather or any other cause,
the master of a vessel determines that it is necessary to deposit the substances or articles
because the safety of human life and/or of the vessel is threatened.

5.

Changes to this Licence

5.1

In the event of the Licence Holder becoming aware that any of the information on which the
granting of this Licence was based has changed or is likely to change, he/she shall
immediately notify the Licensing Authority of the details.

5.2

Should the Licence Holder wish any of the particulars set down in paragraph 1 of the
Schedule to be altered he/she shall immediately inform the Licensing Authority and receive
written consent to the change before taking any further action.

6.

Contacts

6.1

Except where otherwise indicated, the primary point of contact with the Licensing Authority
and the address for returns and correspondence shall be:-

Marine Licensing Team
Natural Resources Wales
Cardiff Permitting Centre
29 Newport Road
Cambria House
Cardiff
CF24 0TP
Email: marinelicensing@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk
6.2

For the purposes of this Licence any references to Marine Enforcement Officers shall mean
the relevant officers located at:[Welsh Government
Fisheries Office
Suite 3, Cedar Court
Haven's Head Business Park
Milford Haven
Pembrokeshire
SA73 3LS
Tel: 01646 693412
Email: milfordhavenfisheriesoffice@wales.gsi.gov.uk]

7.

Project Specific Conditions

7.1

The Licence Holder must undertake a bio-security risk assessment containing an investigation
of the pathways that may carry non-native organisms to the works area, as invasive nonnative plant and animal species are a threat to UK marine biodiversity and can negatively
impact on the native species and cause damage to the environment. Effective measures must
be put in place to ensure that all plant and equipment used during the works are clean prior to
arrival on site. The bio-security risk assessment must be undertaken prior to works
commencing, and be available for inspection by the Marine Enforcement Officers upon
request.

7.2

The Licence Holder must ensure a Pollution Contingency Plan is produced prior to works
commencing. The Plan must detail how any accidental spillages of oil, fuel or any other
substances used during the works will be contained and how any emergency arising as a result
of the works will be dealt with. The Pollution Contingency plan must be communicated to all
contractors’ personnel involved with the works and be available for inspection by the Marine
Enforcement Officers upon request. Any incidents should be reported immediately to Natural
Resources
Wales
by
telephone
on
0800
807060
and
email
marinelicensing@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk.

7.3

The Licence Holder must ensure bunding and storage facilities are installed on board all
vessels used to contain and prevent the release of fuel, oils and chemicals associated with the
plant, refuelling and construction equipment into the marine environment.

7.4

The Licence Holder must allow officers of the Maritime and Coastguard Agency, Marine
Enforcement Officer or any other person authorised by the Licensing Authority to inspect the
works at any reasonable time.

7.5

The Licence Holder must ensure that all reasonable precautions are taken to prevent the
disposal of man-made debris to sea. Such debris must be disposed of appropriately on land.

7.6

The Licence Holder should ensure the best method of practice is used to minimise resuspension of sediment during these works.

7.7

The Licence Holder should ensure appropriate steps are taken to minimise damage to the
seabed by the works.

7.8

The Licence Holder shall submit to the Licensing Authority the following plans for approval
at least 90 days prior to commencement of dredging, the construction of the seawalls, and the
construction of the turbine and sluice gate housing:

7.9

7.8.1

Construction and Environment Management Plan (CEMP);

7.8.2

Adaptive Environmental Monitoring Plan (AEMP); and

7.8.3

Installation and Commissioning Plan (ICP).

Any revision or revisions will require approval by the Licensing Authority prior to such
revision/s being implemented. The Project will be carried out in accordance with the latest
approved version of these plans.
Adaptive Environmental Monitoring Plan:

7.10

The Licence Holder shall submit a framework CEMP and AEMP to the Licensing Authority,
as soon as possible after the issuing of this licence.

7.11

The CEMP/AEMP must include (but may not be limited to) the following, and be
implemented as approved:
7.11.1

Pre-, during and/or post construction marine mammal monitoring;

7.11.2

adaptive management for marine mammals;

7.11.3

adaptive management for birds, including pre-, during and/or post construction
bird surveys;

7.11.4

post construction operational noise measurements;

7.11.5

tidal flow measurements to monitor stream effects;

7.11.6

pre-commencement geotechnical investigation;

7.11.7

swathe bathymetric survey;

7.11.8

details of all monitoring equipment to be used;

7.11.9

operational benthic ecology surveys;

7.11.10

beach profile monitoring and adaptive proposals for beach nourishment; and

7.11.11

any other monitoring and mitigation outlined in Section 8 of the Environmental
Statement.

7.12

The Licence Holder shall submit the monitoring reports to the Licensing Authority at the
dates specified within the final CEMP and AEMP and shall make available to the Licensing
Authority upon the Licensing Authority’s reasonable request, any available data relating to
the protection of the marine environment.

7.13

Any physical monitoring carried out as part of the CEMP and AEMP or carried out in relation
to any alteration in cable route or installation methodology shall be scrutinised by
archaeologists with regards to archaeological potential and to scouring or alteration in
sediment.

7.14

Appropriate timescales for the environmental monitoring (including any appropriate
timescales for assessing any significance of environmental impacts) and adaptive
management will be approved by the Licensing Authority as part of the CEMP and AEMP.

7.15

If the Licensing Authority considers that a significant environmental impact has occurred or is
likely to occur, and is attributable to the Project, then the Licensing Authority may require the
Licence Holder to cease operation of the Project pending an assessment of the situation. In
taking any such decision, the Licensing Authority will take into consideration all available
environmental information including that from AEMP.

7.16

The Licence Holder shall submit to the Licensing Authority for approval the ICP prior to
commencement of the Project. No installation works shall commence until approval has been
given by the Licensing Authority.

7.17

The ICP must include (but may not be limited to) the following details, and be implemented
as approved:
7.17.1

the final design of the turbines;

7.17.2

the location (micrositing) of the turbine and sluice gate housing structure;

7.17.3

details of the installation vessels to be utilised for the Project together with the
method of disposal of dredged arisings;

7.17.4

the final cable route, including the landfall, and method of installation;

7.17.5

progress reporting procedures for the purposes of providing regular updates
including confirmation of the key operational stages to the Licensing Authority;

7.17.6

a Pollution Contingency Plan including an oil spill plan; and

7.18

7.17.7

description of proposed hours of work and anticipated noise and vibration levels
during the construction phase;

7.17.8

methodology to be used to minimise re-suspension of sediment during the
installation of the project.

As part of the ICP, the Licence Holder shall ensure the following:
7.18.1

installation of bunding and/or storage facilities to contain and prevent the release
of fuel, oils, and chemicals associated with plant, refuelling and construction
equipment, into the marine environment. i.e. secondary containment should be
used with a capacity of not less than 110% of the containers storage capacity;

7.18.2

the Pollution Contingency Plan is communicated to all contractors’ personnel
involved with the Project and made available for inspection by Marine
Enforcement Officers upon request;

7.18.3

during the Project, store all waste in designated areas that are isolated from
surface water drains, open water and bunded to contain any spillage;

7.18.4

any waste from the Project is disposed of in accordance with section 34 of the
Environment Protection Act 1990 (as amended); and

7.18.5

any equipment, temporary works and/or debris associated with the installation of
the foundations, Devices and cable is removed upon completion of these works;

7.18.6

notice to mariners and fishermen’s organisations is issued at least 14 days prior to
commencement (and during construction as necessary) of the Project;

7.18.7

Marine Enforcement Officers are notified at least 14 days prior to commencement
of the Project;

7.18.8

all chemicals used (including oils and lubricants) are selected from the list of
notified chemicals assessed for use by the offshore oil and gas industry under the
Offshore Chemicals Regulations 2002 (list can be found on www.cefas.co.uk), or
provide evidence to the Licensing Authority that they have undergone equivalent
testing;

7.18.9

all protective coatings, paints and antifoulants used are suitable for use in the
marine environment and where necessary, are approved by the Health and Safety
Executive. Such coatings should be utilised in accordance with best
environmental practices; and

7.18.10

any oil, fuel or chemical spill is reported to the Licensing Authority as soon as
reasonably practicable;

7.18.11

Vessels using certain types of Dynamic Positioning (DP) have been identified as
a possible risk to grey seals, with the risk at its highest during December. In the
unlikely event of any construction or maintenance activity using DP vessels being

planned for execution in December, a risk assessment will be carried out by the
Licence Holder, and the activity and appropriate mitigation must be approved by
the Licensing Authority prior to commencement of the works.
7.19

The Licence Holder must ensure that the works are maintained at all times in good repair.

7.20

The Licence Holder shall comply at all times with the [BMAPA/English Heritage Protocol]
for reporting finds of Archaeological Interest. A copy of the Protocol must be available to all
contractors’ personnel to ensure they are fully aware of the Protocol. Should any object of
archaeological interest be found during the installation of the foundations and/or the subsea
cables, the Licence Holder must report the find as soon as reasonably practicable, to:
[Polly Groom], Cadw, email: [polly.groom]@wales.gsi.gov.uk. In addition, within 90 days of
completion of survey works, a report on any archaeological data or discoveries should be sent
to the marine database of the Royal Commission of Ancient and Historical Monuments in
Wales, Aberystwyth for archiving.

8.

Navigational safety and vessel specific conditions

8.1

The Licence Holder must notify the UK Hydrographic Office of the timetable and location of
the works, to permit the promulgation of Maritime Safety Information and the updating of
nautical charts and publications, where necessary.

8.2

The Licence Holder must ensure that the local navigation authority is aware of the details and
timing of the activity. The site of the works is within Port limits and the responsible local
navigation authority, in close consultation with the Harbour Commissioners where
appropriate, may wish to issue local warnings to alert those navigating in the vicinity to the
presence of the tracer release.

8.3

The Licence Holder must ensure a notice to mariners is issued at least 10 days prior to works
commencing to notify local mariners and fishermen of the presence of the works.

8.4

All motor powered vessels engaged in operations to which this licence relates must be fitted
with the following equipment:
8.4.1

Electronic positioning aid to provide navigational data e.g. GPS, etc;

8.4.2

Radar;

8.4.3

Echo sounder; and

8.4.4

Multi-channel VHF.

Under no circumstances shall a vessel engage in the deposit operations until all equipment
specified in this paragraph is fully operational.
8.5

All vessel names or identification shall be clearly marked on the hull or superstructure.

8.6

All communication on VHF working frequencies shall be in the English Language.

8.7

No radio beacon or radar beacon operating in the marine frequency bands shall be installed or
used during the works without the prior written approval of the Licensing Authority.

8.8

All vessels utilised during the works must comply with the International Regulations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972 (COLREGs) – as amended, particularly with respect to the
display of lights, shapes and signals.

8.9

If in the opinion of the Licensing Authority the assistance of a Government Department,
including the broadcast of navigational warnings, is required in connection with the works or
to deal with any emergency arising from the failure to mark and light the works as required by
the consent or to maintain the works in good order or from the drifting or wreck of the works,
the Licence Holder responsible for the works will be liable for any expense incurred in
securing such assistance.

9.

Piling

9.1

No operations consisting of piling shall commence until a piling method statement has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Licensing Authority, such statement to include
the following:

9.2

9.1.1

the use of pile pads and shrouds at all times;

9.1.2

soft start procedures to be followed to include a requirement for a soft start of at
least 180 seconds for percussive piling of marine piles; and

9.1.3

details of the anticipated spread of piling activity throughout a working day.

Operations consisting of piling shall only be carried out in accordance with the relevant piling
method statement.

EXPLANATORY NOTES
This page does not form part of this Licence [XXXXXX ]or its associated schedule but
the licence holder is recommended to read the following guidance notes.
1. The granting of this licence does not absolve the Licence Holder from obtaining such other
authorisations, consents and approvals which may be required under any other legislation, controls or
regulations.
2. Under Section 72 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, the Licensing Authority may vary or
revoke this Licence if it appears to the Authority that the Licence Holder is in breach of any
conditions in it or for any other reason that appears to the Authority to be relevant.
3. A person who contravenes Section 65 (1) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, or fails to
comply with any condition of a Marine Licence, commits an offence under Part 4, Chapter 3, Section
85 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.
4. It is a defence, Under Part 4, Chapter 3, Section 86 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, for
a person charged with an offence under Section 85 (1) to prove that:
a) the activity was carried out for the purpose of securing the safety of a
vessel, aircraft or marine structure or for the purpose of securing life, and,
b) that he/she took steps within reasonable time following the incident to inform the Licensing
Authority of:
(i) the fact that the activity was carried out,
(ii) the locality and circumstances in which it was carried out, and
(iii) any substance or objects concerned.
5. If the works authorised by this Licence are unlikely to be completed by the expiry date of this
licence, the Licence Holder should apply for a replacement licence at least 12 weeks prior to the
expiry date of this Licence.

